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Reduction theory for mechanical systems with symmetry has its roots in the clas-
sical works in mechanics of Euler, Jacobi, Lagrange, Hamilton, Routh, Poincare´,
and others. The modern vision of mechanics includes, besides the traditional me-
chanics of particles and rigid bodies, field theories such as electromagnetism, fluid
mechanics, plasma physics, solid mechanics as well as quantum mechanics, and
relativistic theories, including gravity. Symmetries in these theories vary from ob-
vious translational and rotational symmetries to less obvious particle relabeling
symmetries in fluids and plasmas, to subtle symmetries underlying integrable sys-
tems. Reduction theory concerns the removal of symmetries and their associated
conservation laws. Variational principles, along with symplectic and Poisson ge-
ometry, provide fundamental tools for this endeavor. Reduction theory has been
extremely useful in a wide variety of areas, from a deeper understanding of many
physical theories, including new variational and Poisson structures, to stability
theory, integrable systems, as well as geometric phases. This paper surveys
progress in selected topics in reduction theory, especially those of the last few
decades as well as presenting new results on non-Abelian Routh reduction. We
develop the geometry of the associated Lagrange–Routh equations in some detail.
The paper puts the new results in the general context of reduction theory and
discusses some future directions. © 2000 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION
This section surveys some of the literature and basic results in reduction theory. We will come
back to many of these topics in ensuing sections.
A. Overview
A brief history of reduction theory. We begin with an overview of progress in reduction theory
and some new results in Lagrangian reduction theory. Reduction theory, which has its origins in
the classical work of Euler, Lagrange, Hamilton, Jacobi, Routh, and Poincare´, is one of the
fundamental tools in the study of mechanical systems with symmetry. At the time of this classical
work, traditional variational principles and Poisson brackets were fairly well understood. In addi-
tion, several classical cases of reduction ~using conservation laws and/or symmetry to create
smaller dimensional phase spaces!, such as the elimination of cyclic variables as well as Jacobi’s
elimination of the node in the n-body problem, were developed. The ways in which reduction
theory has been generalized and applied since that time has been rather impressive. General
references in this area are Abraham and Marsden @1978#,2 Arnold @1989#,12 and Marsden
@1992#.103
Of the above-mentioned classical works, Routh @1860,1884#140,142 pioneered reduction for
Abelian groups. Lie @1890#88 discovered many of the basic structures in symplectic and Poisson
geometry and their link with symmetry. Meanwhile, Poincare´ @1901#133 discovered the generali-
zation of the Euler equations for rigid body mechanics and fluids to general Lie algebras. This was
more or less known to Lagrange @1788#80 for SO~3!, as we shall explain later in the paper. The
modern era of reduction theory began with the fundamental papers of Arnold @1966#8–10 and
Smale @1970#.147 Arnold focused on systems on Lie algebras and their duals, as in the works of Lie
and Poincare´, while Smale focused on the Abelian case giving, in effect, a modern version of
Routh reduction.
With hindsight we now know that the description of many physical systems such as rigid
bodies and fluids requires noncanonical Poisson brackets and constrained variational principles
of the sort studied by Lie and Poincare´. An example of a noncanonical Poisson bracket on g*, the
dual of a Lie algebra g, is called, following Marsden and Weinstein @1983#,112 the Lie–Poisson
bracket. These structures were known to Lie around 1890, although Lie seemingly did not
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coadjoint orbit symplectic structures, although implicit in Lie’s work, were discovered by Kirillov,
Kostant, and Souriau in the 1960s.
To synthesize the Lie algebra reduction methods of Arnold @1966#8 with the techniques of
Smale @1970#147 on the reduction of cotangent bundles by Abelian groups, Marsden and Weinstein
@1974#110 developed reduction theory in the general context of symplectic manifolds and equiva-
riant momentum maps; related results, but with a different motivation and construction ~not
stressing equivariant momentum maps! were found by Meyer @1973#.114
The construction is now standard: Let ~P, V! be a symplectic manifold and let a Lie group G
act freely and properly on P by symplectic maps. The free and proper assumption is to avoid
singularities in the reduction procedure, as is discussed later. Assume that this action has an
equivariant momentum map J:P→g*. Then the symplectic reduced space J21(m)/Gm5Pm is a
symplectic manifold in a natural way; the induced symplectic form Vm is determined uniquely by
pm*Vm5im*V , where pm :J21(m)→Pm is the projection and im :J21(m)→P is the inclusion. If
the momentum map is not equivariant, Souriau @1970#148 discovered how to centrally extend the
group ~or algebra! to make it equivariant.
Coadjoint orbits were shown to be symplectic reduced spaces by Marsden and Weinstein
@1974#.110 In the reduction construction, if one chooses P5T*G , with G acting by ~say left!
translation, the corresponding space Pm is identified with the coadjoint orbit Om through m to-
gether with its coadjoint orbit symplectic structure. Likewise, the Lie–Poisson bracket on g* is
inherited from the canonical Poisson structure on T*G by Poisson reduction, that is, by simply
identifying g* with the quotient (T*G)/G . It is not clear who first explicitly observed this, but it
is implicit in many works such as Lie @1890#,88 Kirillov @1962,1976#,69,70 Guillemin and Sternberg
@1980#,44 and Marsden and Weinstein @1982, 1983#,111,112 but is explicit in Marsden et al.
@1983#,113 and in Holmes and Marsden @1983#.51
Kazhdan, Kostant, and Sternberg @1978#66 showed that Pm is symplectically diffeomorphic to
an orbit reduced space Pm>J21(Om)/G and from this it follows that Pm are the symplectic leaves
in P/G . This paper was also one of the first to notice deep links between reduction and integrable
systems, a subject continued by, for example, Bobenko, Reyman, and Semenov-Tian-Shansky
@1989#20 in their spectacular group theoretic explanation of the integrability of the Kowalewski
top.
The way in which the Poisson structure on Pm is related to that on P/G was clarified in a
generalization of Poisson reduction due to Marsden and Ratiu @1986#,97 a technique that has also
proven useful in integrable systems ~see, e.g., Pedroni @1995#132 and Vanhaecke @1996#151!.
Reduction theory for mechanical systems with symmetry has proven to be a powerful tool
enabling advances in stability theory ~from the Arnold method to the energy–momentum method!
as well as in bifurcation theory of mechanical systems, geometric phases via reconstruction—the
inverse of reduction—as well as uses in control theory from stabilization results to a deeper
understanding of locomotion. For a general introduction to some of these ideas and for further
references, see Marsden and Ratiu @1994#.98
More about Lagrangian reduction. Routh reduction for Lagrangian systems is classically asso-
ciated with systems having cyclic variables ~this is almost synonymous with having an Abelian
symmetry group!; modern accounts can be found in Arnold @1988#11 and in Marsden and Ratiu
@1994#,98 Sec. 8.9. A key feature of Routh reduction is that when one drops the Euler–Lagrange
equations to the quotient space associated with the symmetry, and when the momentum map is
constrained to a specified value ~i.e., when the cyclic variables and their velocities are eliminated
using the given value of the momentum!, then the resulting equations are in Euler–Lagrange form
not with respect to the Lagrangian itself, but with respect to the Routhian. In his classical work,
Routh @1877#141 applied these ideas to stability theory, a precursor to the energy–momentum
method for stability ~Simo, Lewis, and Marsden @1991#;145 see Marsden @1992#103 for an exposi-
tion and references!. Of course, Routh’s stability method is still widely used in mechanics.31
Another key ingredient in Lagrangian reduction is the classical work of Poincare´ @1901#133 in
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fluid mechanics and the rigid body and heavy top equations could all be described in Lie algebraic
terms in a beautiful way. The importance of these equations was realized by Hamel
@1904,1949#47,48 and Chetayev @1941#.30
Tangent and cotangent bundle reduction. The simplest case of cotangent bundle reduction is
reduction at zero in which case one chooses P5T*Q and then the reduced space at m50 is given
by P05T*(Q/G), the latter with the canonical symplectic form. Another basic case is when G is
Abelian. Here, (T*Q)m>T*(Q/G) but the latter has a symplectic structure modified by magnetic
terms; that is, by the curvature of the mechanical connection.
The Abelian version of cotangent bundle reduction was developed by Smale @1970#147 and
Satzer @1977#143 and was generalized to the non-Abelian case in Abraham and Marsden @1978#.2
Kummer @1981#77 introduced the interpretations of these results in terms of a connection, now
called the mechanical connection. The geometry of this situation was used to great effect in, for
example, Guichardet @1984#,40 Iwai @1987c, 1990#,61,62 and Montgomery @1984, 1990,
1991#.116,120,121 Routh reduction may be viewed as the Lagrangian analog of cotangent bundle
reduction.
Tangent and cotangent bundle reduction evolved into what we now term as the ‘‘bundle
picture’’ or the ‘‘gauge theory of mechanics.’’ This picture was first developed by Montgomery,
Marsden, and Ratiu @1984#115 and Montgomery @1984, 1986#.116,118 That work was motivated and
influenced by the work of Sternberg @1977#149 and Weinstein @1978#155 on a Yang–Mills construc-
tion that is, in turn, motivated by Wong’s equations, that is, the equations for a particle moving in
a Yang–Mills field. The main result of the bundle picture gives a structure to the quotient spaces
(T*Q)/G and (TQ)/G when G acts by the cotangent and tangent lifted actions. We shall review
this structure in some detail in the following.
Nonabelian Routh reduction. Marsden and Scheurle @1993a, 1993b#107,108 showed how to gen-
eralize the Routh theory to the non-Abelian case as well as realizing how to get the Euler–
Poincare´ equations for matrix groups by the important technique of reducing variational prin-
ciples. This approach was motivated by related earlier work of Cendra and Marsden @1987#27 and
Cendra, Ibort, and Marsden @1987#.26 The work of Bloch et al. @1996#17 generalized the Euler–
Poincare´ variational structure to general Lie groups and Cendra, Marsden, and Ratiu @2000#28
carried out a Lagrangian reduction theory that extends the Euler–Poincare´ case to arbitrary con-
figuration manifolds. This work was in the context of the Lagrangian analog of Poisson reduction
in the sense that no momentum map constraint is imposed.
One of the things that makes the Lagrangian side of the reduction story interesting is the lack
of a general category that is the Lagrangian analog of Poisson manifolds. Such a category, that of
Lagrange–Poincare´ bundles, is developed in Cendra, Marsden, and Ratiu @2000#,28 with the
tangent bundle of a configuration manifold and a Lie algebra as its most basic example. That work
also develops the Lagrangian analog of reduction for central extensions and, as in the case of
symplectic reduction by stages ~see Marsden et al. @1998, 2000#90,91!, cocycles and curvatures
enter in this context in a natural way.
The Lagrangian analog of the bundle picture is the bundle (TQ)/G , which, as shown later, is
a vector bundle over Q/G; this bundle was studied in Cendra, Marsden, and Ratiu @2000#.28 In
particular, the equations and variational principles are developed on this space. For Q5G this
reduces to Euler–Poincare´ reduction and for G Abelian, it reduces to the classical Routh proce-
dure. Given a G-invariant Lagrangian L on TQ, it induces a Lagrangian l on (TQ)/G . The
resulting equations inherited on this space, given explicitly later, are the Lagrange–Poincare´
equations ~or the reduced Euler–Lagrange equations!.
Methods of Lagrangian reduction have proven very useful in, for example, optimal control
problems. It was used in Koon and Marsden @1997#71 to extend the falling cat theorem of Mont-
gomery @1990#120 to the case of nonholonomic systems as well as nonzero values of the momen-
tum map.
Semidirect product reduction. Recall that in the simplest case of a semidirect product, one has
a Lie group G that acts on a vector space V ~and hence on its dual V*! and then one forms the
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SE~3!5SO~3!sR3.
Consider the isotropy group Ga0 for some a0PV*. The semidirect product reduction theorem
states that each of the symplectic reduced spaces for the action of Ga0 on T*G is symplectically
diffeomorphic to a coadjoint orbit in (gsV)*, the dual of the Lie algebra of the semidirect
product. This semidirect product theory was developed by Guillemin and Sternberg @1978,
1980#,43,44 Ratiu @1980, 1981, 1982#,135–139 and Marsden, Ratiu, and Weinstein @1984a,
1984b#.100,101
This construction is used in applications where one has ‘‘advected quantities’’ ~such as the
direction of gravity in the heavy top, density in compressible flow and the magnetic field in
magnetohydrodynamics!. Its Lagrangian counterpart was developed in Holm, Marsden, and Ratiu
@1998b#54 along with applications to continuum mechanics. Cendra et al. @1998#24 applied this idea
to the Maxwell–Vlasov equations of plasma physics. Cendra et al. @1998#25 showed how Lagrang-
ian semidirect product theory fits into the general framework of Lagrangian reduction.
Reduction by stages and group extensions. The semidirect product reduction theorem can be
viewed using reduction by stages: If one reduces T*S by the action of the semidirect product
group S5GsV in two stages, first by the action of V at a point a0 and then by the action of Ga0.
Semidirect product reduction by stages for actions of semidirect products on general symplectic
manifolds was developed and applied to underwater vehicle dynamics in Leonard and Marsden
@1997#.84 Motivated partly by semidirect product reduction, Marsden et al. @1998, 1999#90,91 gave
a significant generalization of semidirect product theory in which one has a group M with a normal
subgroup N,M ~so M is a group extension of N! and M acts on a symplectic manifold P. One
wants to reduce P in two stages, first by N and then by M /N . On the Poisson level this is easy:
P/M>(P/N)/(M /N), but on the symplectic level it is quite subtle.
Cotangent bundle reduction by stages is especially interesting for group extensions. An ex-
ample of such a group, besides semidirect products, is the Bott–Virasoro group, where the
Gelfand–Fuchs cocycle may be interpreted as the curvature of a mechanical connection. The work
of Cendra, Marsden, and Ratiu @2000#28 briefly described previously, contains a Lagrangian ana-
log of reduction for group extensions and reduction by stages.
Singular reduction. Singular reduction starts with the observation of Smale @1970#147 that z
PP is a regular point of J iff z has no continuous isotropy. Motivated by this, Arms, Marsden, and
Moncrief @1981, 1982#6,7 showed that the level sets J21(0) of an equivariant momentum map J
have quadratic singularities at points with continuous symmetry. While such a result is easy for
compact group actions on finite dimensional manifolds, the main examples of Arms, Marsden, and
Moncrief @1981#6 were, in fact, infinite dimensional—both the phase space and the group. Otto
@1987#130 has shown that if G is a compact Lie group, J21(0)/G is an orbifold. Singular reduction
is closely related to convexity properties of the momenum map.42,45
The detailed structure of J21(0)/G for compact Lie groups acting on finite dimensional
manifolds was developed in Sjamaar and Lerman @1991#146 and extended for proper Lie group
actions to J21(Om)/G by Bates and Lerman @1997#,13 if Om is locally closed in g*. Ortega
@1998#129 and Ortega and Ratiu @2000#128 redid the entire singular reduction theory for proper Lie
group actions starting with the point reduced spaces J21(m)/Gm and also connected it to the more
algebraic approach to reduction theory of Arms, Cushman, and Gotay @1991#.5 Specific examples
of singular reduction and further references may be found in Cushman and Bates @1997#.33 This
theory is still under development.
The method of invariants. This method seeks to parametrize quotient spaces by group invariant
functions. It has a rich history going back to Hilbert’s invariant theory. It has been of great use in
bifurcation with symmetry ~see Golubitsky, Stewart, and Schaeffer @1988#39 for instance!. In
mechanics, the method was developed by Kummer, Cushman, Rod, and co-workers in the 1980s.
We will not attempt to give a literature survey here, other than to refer to Kummer @1990#,78 Kirk,
Marsden, and Silber @1996#,68 Alber et al. @1998#,4 and the book of Cushman and Bates @1997#33
for more details and references.
The new results in this paper. The main new results of the present paper are as follows.
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constraint, in terms of a fiber product bundle, which is shown to also be globally diffeomor-
phic to an associated coadjoint orbit bundle.
~2! Section III E shows how to drop Hamilton’s variational principle to these quotient spaces.
~3! We derive, in Sec. III H, the corresponding reduced equations, which we call the Lagrange–
Routh equations, in an intrinsic and global fashion.
~4! In Sec. IV we give a Lagrangian view of some known and new reconstruction and geometric
phase formulas.
The Euler free rigid body, the heavy top, and the underwater vehicle are used to illustrate some of
the points of the theory. The main techniques used in this paper build primarily on the work of
Marsden and Scheurle @1993a, 1993c#107,108 and of Jalnapurkar and Marsden @2000a#64 on non-
Abelian Routh reduction theory, but with the recent developments in Cendra, Marsden, and Ratiu
@2000#28 in mind.
B. Bundles, momentum maps, and Lagrangians
The shape space bundle and Lagrangian. We shall be primarily concerned with the following
setting. Let Q be a configuration manifold and let G be a Lie group that acts freely and properly
on Q. The quotient Q/G“S is referred to as the shape space and Q is regarded as a principal fiber
bundle over the base space S. Let pQ ,G :Q→Q/G5S be the canonical projection. The theory of
quotient manifolds guarantees ~because the action is free and proper! that Q/G is a smooth
manifold and the map pQ ,G is smooth. See Abraham, Marsden, and Ratiu @1988#3 for the proof of
these statements. We call the map pQ ,G :Q→Q/G the shape space bundle.
Let ^^, && be a G-invariant metric on Q, also called a mass matrix. The kinetic energy
K:TQ→R is defined by K(vq)5 12^^vq ,vq&&. If V is a G-invariant potential on Q, then the
Lagrangian L5K2V:TQ→R is also G-invariant. We focus on Lagrangians of this form, al-
though much of what we do can be generalized. We make a few remarks concerning this in the
body of the paper.
Momentum map, mechanical connection, and locked inertia. Let G have Lie algebra g and
JL :TQ→g* be the momentum map on TQ, which is defined by JL(vq)j5^^vq ,jQ(q)&&. Here
vqPTqQ , jPg, and jQ denotes the infinitesimal generator corresponding to j.
Recall that a principal connection A:TQ→g is an equivariant g-valued one-form on TQ that
satisfies A(jQ(q))5j and its kernel at each point, denoted Horq , complements the vertical space,
namely the tangents to the group orbits. Let A:TQ→g be the mechanical connection, namely the
principal connection whose horizontal spaces are orthogonal to the group orbits. ~Shape space and
its geometry also play an interesting and key role in computer vision. See e.g., Le and Kendall
@1993#.83! For each qPQ , the locked inertia tensor I(q):g→g*, is defined by the equation
^I(q)j ,h&5^^jQ(q),hQ(q)&&. The locked inertia tensor has the following equivariance property:
I(gq)5Adg21* I(q)Adg21, where the adjoint action by a group element g is denoted Adg and
Adg21* denotes the dual of the linear map Adg21:g→g. The mechanical connection A and the
momentum map JL are related as follows:
JL~vq!5I~q !A~vq!,
~I.1!
i.e., A~vq!5I~q !21JL~vq!.
In particular, or from the definitions, we have that JL(jQ(q))5I(q)j . For free actions and a
Lagrangian of the form kinetic minus potential, the locked inertia tensor is invertible at each q
PQ . Many of the constructions can be generalized to the case of regular Lagrangians, where the
locked inertia tensor is the second fiber derivative of L ~see Lewis @1992#87!.
Horizontal and vertical decomposition. We use the mechanical connection A to express vq ~also
denoted q˙! as the sum of horizontal and vertical components:
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where j5A(vq). Thus, the kinetic energy is given by
K~vq!5
1
2^^vq ,vq&&5
1
2^^Hor~vq!,Hor~vq!&&1 12^^jQ~q !,jQ~q !&&.
Being G-invariant, the metric on Q induces a metric ^^ ,&&S on S by ^^ux ,vx&&S5^^uq ,vq&&,
where uq ,vqPTqQ are horizontal, pQ ,G(q)5x and TpQ ,Guq5ux , TpQ ,Gvq5vx .
Useful formulas for group actions. The following formulas are assembled for convenience ~see,
e.g., Marsden and Ratiu @1994#98 for the proofs!. We denote the action of gPG on a point q
PQ by gq5gq5Fg(q), so that Fg :Q→Q is a diffeomorphism.
~1! Transformations of generators: TFgjQ(q)5~Adg j)Q(gq). which we also write, using
concatenation notation for actions, as gjQ(q)5~Adg j)Q(gq).
~2! Brackets of generators: @jQ ,hQ#52@j ,h#Q .
~3! Derivatives of curves. Let q(t) be a curve in Q and let g(t) be a curve in G. Then
d
dt ~g~ t !q~ t !!5~Adg~ t ! j~ t !!Q~g~ t !q~ t !!1g~ t ! q˙~ t !5g~ t !@~j~ t !!Q~q~ t !!1 q˙~ t !# , ~I.2!
where j(t)5g(t)21 g˙(t).
It is useful to recall the Cartan formula. Let a be a one form and let X and Y be two vector
fields on a manifold. Then the exterior derivative da of a is related to the Jacobi–Lie bracket of
vector fields by da(X ,Y )5X@a(Y )#2Y @a(X)#2a(@X ,Y #).
C. Coordinate formulas
We next give a few coordinate formulas for the case when G is Abelian.
The coordinates and Lagrangian. In a local trivialization, Q is realized as U3G where U is an
open set in shape space S5Q/G . We can accordingly write coordinates for Q as xa,ua where xa,
a51,...,n are coordinates on S and where ua, a51,...,r are coordinates for G. In a local trivial-
ization, ua are chosen to be cyclic coordinates in the classical sense. We write L ~with the
summation convention in force! as
L~xa, x˙b,u˙ a!5 12gabx˙ax˙b1gaax˙au˙ a1
1
2gabu˙ au˙ b2V~xa!. ~I.3!
The momentum conjugate to the cyclic variable ua is Ja5]L/]u˙ a5gaax˙a1gabu˙ b, which are the
components of the map JL .
Mechanical connection and locked inertia tensor. The locked inertia tensor is the matrix Iab
5gab and its inverse is denoted Iab5gab. The matrix Iab is the block in the matrix of the metric
tensor gi j associated with the group variables and, of course, Iab need not be the corresponding
block in the inverse matrix gi j. The mechanical connection, as a vector valued one form, is given
by Aa5dua1Aa
a dxa, where the components of the mechanical connection are defined by Aa
b
5gabgaa . Notice that the relation JL(vq)5I(q)A(vq) is clear from this component formula.
Horizontal and vertical projections. For a vector v5( x˙a,u˙ a), and suppressing the base point
(xa,ua) in the notation, its horizontal and vertical projections are verified to be
Hor~v !5~ x˙a,2gabgabx˙a!, Ver~v !5~0,u˙ a1gabgabx˙a!.
Notice that v5Hor(v)1Ver(v), as it should.
Horizontal metric. In coordinates, the horizontal kinetic energy is
1
2g~Hor~v !,Hor~v !!5 12gabx˙ax˙b2gaagabgbbx˙ax˙b1 12gaagabgbbx˙ax˙b
5 12~gab2gaagabgbb!x˙ax˙b. ~I.4!
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5gab2gadgdagba .
D. Variational principles
Variations and the action functional. Let q:@a ,b#→Q be a curve and let dq5(d/de)ue50qe be
a variation of q. Given a Lagrangian L, let the associated action functional SL(qe) be defined on
the space of curves in Q defined on a fixed interval @a ,b# by
SL~qe!5E
a
b
L~qe , q˙e!dt .
The differential of the action function is given by the following theorem.
Theorem I.1: Given a smooth Lagrangian L, there is a unique mapping EL(L):Q¨ →T*Q , defined
on the second-order submanifold
Q¨ [H d2qdt2 ~0 !Uq a smooth curve in QJ
of T TQ, and a unique one-form QL on TQ, such that, for all variations dq(t),
dSL~q~ t !!dq~ t !5E
a
b
EL~L !S d2qdt2 D dq dt1ULS dqdt D dqU
a
b
, ~I.5!
where
dq~ t ![
d
deU
e50
qe~ t !, dq~ t ![
d
deU
e50
d
dtU
t50
qe~ t !.
The one-form QL so defined is called the Lagrange one-form.
The Lagrange one-form defined by this theorem coincides with the Lagrange one-form ob-
tained by pulling back the canonical form on T*Q by the Legendre transformation. This term is
readily shown to be given by
ULS dqdt D dquab5^FL~q~ t ! q˙~ t !!,dq&uab .
In verifying this, one checks that the projection of dq from TTQ to TQ under the map TtQ , where
tQ :TQ→Q is the standard tangent bundle projection map, is dq . Here we use FL:TQ→T*Q for
the fiber derivative of L.
E. Euler–Poincare´ reduction
In rigid body mechanics, the passage from the attitude matrix and its velocity to the body
angular velocity is an example of Euler–Poincare´ reduction. Likewise, in fluid mechanics, the
passage from the Lagrangian ~material! representation of a fluid to the Eulerian ~spatial! repre-
sentation is an example of Euler–Poincare´ reduction. These examples are well known and are
spelled out in, e.g., Marsden and Ratiu @1994#.98
For gPG , let TLg :TG→TG be the tangent of the left translation map Lg :G→G; h°gh .
Let L:TG→R be a left invariant Lagrangian. For what follows, L does not have to be purely
kinetic energy ~any invariant potential would be a constant, so is ignored!, although this is one of
the most important cases.
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curve g(t) in G, let j(t)5TLg(t)21g˙(t), or using concatenation notation, j5g21g˙ . The following
are equivalent.
~a! The curve g(t) satisfies the Euler–Lagrange equations on G.
~b! The curve g(t) is an extremum of the action functional
SL~g~ !!5E L~g~ t !, g˙~ t !!dt ,
for variations dg with fixed end points.
~c! The curve j(t) solves the Euler–Poincare´ equations
d
dt
dl
dj
5adj*
dl
dj
, ~I.6!
where the coadjoint action adj* is defined by ^adj* n ,z&5^n ,@j ,z#&, where j, zPg, nPg*,
^ ,& is the pairing between g and g*, and @ ,# is the Lie algebra bracket.
~d! The curve j(t) is an extremum of the reduced action functional
sl~j!5E l~j~ t !!dt ,
for variations of the form dj5h˙ 1@j ,h# , where h5TLg21dg5g21dg vanishes at the end points.
There is, of course, a similar statement for right invariant Lagrangians; one needs to change
the sign on the right-hand side of ~I.6! and use variations of the form dj5h˙ 2@j ,h# . See Marsden
and Scheurle @1993b#108 and Sec. 13.5 of Marsden and Ratiu @1994#98 for a proof of this theorem
for the case of matrix groups and Bloch, Krishnaprasad, Marsden, and Ratiu @1996#17 for the case
of general finite dimensional Lie groups. For discussions of the infinite dimensional case, see
Kouranbaeva @1999#76 and Marsden, Ratiu, and Shkoller @1999#.99
F. Lie–Poisson reduction
Lie–Poisson reduction is the Poisson counterpart to Euler–Poincare´ reduction. The dual space
g* is a Poisson manifold with either of the two Lie–Poisson brackets
$ f ,k%6~m!56 K m ,F d fdm , dkdmG L , ~I.7!
where d f /dmPg is defined by ^n ,d f /dm&5Df (m)n for nPg*, and where D denotes the Fre´-
chet derivative. ~In the infinite dimensional case one needs to worry about the existence of d f /dm .
See, for instance, Marsden and Weinstein @1982, 1983#111,112 for applications to plasma physics
and fluid mechanics and Marsden and Ratiu @1994#98 for additional references. The notation
d f /dm is used to conform to the functional derivative notation in classical field theory.! In
coordinates, (j1,. . . ,jm) on g relative to a vector space basis $e1 ,. . . ,em% and corresponding dual
coordinates (m1 ,. . . ,mm) on g*, the bracket ~I.7! is
$ f ,k%6~m!56maCbca
] f
]mb
]k
]mc
,
where Cbc
a are the structure constants of g defined by @ea ,eb#5Cab
c ec . The Lie–Poisson bracket
appears explicitly in Lie @1890#88 Sec. 75, see Weinstein @1983#.156
Which sign to take in ~I.7! is determined by understanding how the Lie–Poisson bracket is
related to Lie–Poisson reduction, which can be summarized as follows. Consider the left and right
translation maps to the identity: l:T*G→g* defined by ag°(TeLg)*agPTe*G5g* and
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Poisson bracket and let g1* be g* with the plus Lie–Poisson bracket. We use the canonical
structure on T*Q unless otherwise noted.
Theorem I.3 Lie-Poisson reduction–geometry: The maps
l:T*Q→g2* and r:T*Q→g1*
are Poisson maps.
This procedure uniquely characterizes the Lie–Poisson bracket and provides a basic example
of Poisson reduction. For example, using the left action, l induces a Poisson diffeomorphism
@l#:(T*G)/G→g2* .
Every left invariant Hamiltonian and Hamiltonian vector field is mapped by l to a Hamil-
tonian and Hamiltonian vector field on g*. There is a similar statement for right invariant systems
on T*G . One says that the original system on T*G has been reduced to g*. One way to see that
l and r are Poisson maps is by observing that they are equivariant momentum maps for the action
of G on itself by right and left translations, respectively, together with the fact that equivariant
momentum maps are Poisson maps. The fact that equivariant momentum maps are Poisson again
has a cloudy history. It was given implicitly in the works of Lie and in Guillemin and Sternberg
@1980#44 and explicitly in Marsden et al. @1982#,113 and Holmes and Marsden @1983#.51
If (P ,$ , %) is a Poisson manifold, a function CPF(P) satisfying $C , f %50 for all f PF(P) is
called a Casimir function. Casimir functions are constants of the motion for any Hamiltonian since
C˙ 5$C ,H%50 for any H. Casimir functions and momentum maps play a key role in the stability
theory of relative equilibria ~see, e.g., Marsden @1992#103 and Marsden and Ratiu @1994#98 and
references therein for a discussion of the relation between Casimir functions and momentum
maps!.
Theorem I.4 Lie–Poisson reduction–dynamics: Let H:T*G→R be a left invariant Hamil-
tonian and h:g*→R its restriction to the identity. For a curve a(t)PTg(t)* G , let m(t)
5(Te*Lg(t))a(t)5l(a(t)) be the induced curve in g*. The following are equivalent:
~i! a(t) is an integral curve of XH , i.e., Hamilton’s equations on T*G hold.
~ii! For any smooth function FPF(T*G), F˙ 5$F ,H% along a(t), where $ , % is the canonical
bracket on T*G .
~iii! m(t) satisfies the Lie–Poisson equations
dm
dt 5addh/dm
* m , ~I.8!
where adj :g→g is defined by adj h5@j ,h# and adj* is its dual.
~iv! For any f PF(g*), we have f˙5$ f ,h%2 along m(t), where $ , %2 is the minus Lie–
Poisson bracket.
There is a similar statement in the right invariant case with $ ,%2 replaced by $ ,%1 and a sign
change on the right-hand side of ~I.8!.
The Lie–Poisson equations in coordinates are m˙a5Cba
d (dh/dmb)md .
Given a reduced Lagrangian l:g→R, when the reduced Legendre transform Fl:g→g* de-
fined by j°m5dl/dj is a diffeomorphism ~this is the regular case!, then this map takes the
Euler–Poincare´ equations to the Lie–Poisson equations. There is, of course a similar inverse map
starting with a reduced Hamiltonian.
Additional history. The symplectic and Poisson theory of mechanical systems on Lie groups
could easily have been given shortly after Lie’s work, but amazingly it was not observed for the
rigid body or ideal fluids until the work of Pauli @1953#,131 Martin @1959#,105 Arnold @1966#,8 Ebin
and Marsden @1970#,34 Nambu @1973#,125 and Sudarshan and Mukunda @1974#,150 all of whom
were apparently unaware of Lie’s work on the Lie–Poisson bracket and of Poincare´’s @1901#133
work on the Euler–Poincare´ equations. One is struck by the large amount of rediscovery and
confusion in this subject, which evidently is not unique to mechanics.
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tions to the attention of the community. Poincare´ @1910#134 goes on to study the effects of the
deformation of the earth on its precession—he apparently recognizes the equations as Euler equa-
tions on a semidirect product Lie algebra. Poincare´ @1901#133 has no bibliographic references, so it
is rather hard to trace his train of thought or his sources; in particular, he gives no hints that he
understood the work of Lie on the Lie–Poisson structure.
In the dynamics of ideal fluids, the Euler–Poincare´ variational principle is essentially that of
‘‘Lin constraints.’’ See Cendra and Marsden @1987#27 for a discussion of this theory and for
further references. Variational principles in fluid mechanics itself has an interesting history, going
back to Ehrenfest, Boltzmann, and Clebsch, but again, there was little, if any, contact with the
heritage of Lie and Poincare´ on the subject. Interestingly, Seliger and Witham @1968#144 remarked
that ‘‘Lin’s device still remains somewhat mysterious from a strictly mathematical view.’’ See
also Bretherton @1970#.22
Lagrange @1788#,80 Vol. 2, Eq. A on p. 212, are the Euler–Poincare´ equations for the rotation
group written out explicitly for a reasonably general Lagrangian. Lagrange also developed the key
concept of the Lagrangian representation of fluid motion, but it is not clear that he understood that
both systems are special instances of one theory. Lagrange spends a large number of pages on his
derivation of the Euler–Poincare´ equations for SO~3!, in fact, it is a good chunk of Vol. 2 of
Me´canique Analytique.
G. Examples
The free rigid body—The Euler top. Let us first review some basics of the rigid body. We
regard an element. APSO(3), giving the configuration of the body as a map of a reference
configuration B,R3 to the current configuration A(B); the map A takes a reference or label point
XPB to a current point x5A(X)PA(B). When the rigid body is in motion, the matrix A is time
dependent and the velocity of a point of the body is x˙5A˙ X5A˙ A21x . Since A is an orthogonal
matrix, A21A˙ and A˙ A21 are skew matrices, and so we can write x˙5A˙ A21x5v3x , which
defines the spatial angular velocity vector v. The corresponding body angular velocity is defined
by V5A21v, i.e., A21A˙ v5V3v so that V is the angular velocity relative to a body fixed
frame. The kinetic energy is
K5
1
2 EBr~X !iA˙ Xi2d3X , ~I.9!
where r is a given mass density in the reference configuration. Since
iA˙ Xi5iv3xi5iA21~v3x !i5iV3Xi ,
K is a quadratic function of V. Writing K5 12VTIV defines the moment of inertia tensor I, which,
if the body does not degenerate to a line, is a positive definite 333 matrix, or equivalently, a
quadratic form. This quadratic form can be diagonalized, and this defines the principal axes and
moments of inertia. In this basis, we write I5diag(I1 ,I2 ,I3).
The function K(A,A˙ ) is taken to be the Lagrangian of the system on T SO~3!. It is left
invariant. The reduced Lagrangian is k(V)5 12VTIV. One checks that the Euler–Poincare´ equa-
tions are given by the classical Euler equations for a rigid body:
P˙ 5P3V, ~I.10!
where P5IV is the body angular momentum. The corresponding reduced variational principle is
dE
a
b
l~V~ t !!dt50
for variations of the form dV5S˙ 1V3S.
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on T*SO~3!. The reduced Hamiltonian is given by h(P)5 12P(I21P). One can verify directly
from the chain rule and properties of the triple product that Euler’s equations are also equivalent
to the following equation for all f PF(R3): f˙5$ f ,h%, where the corresponding ~minus! Lie–
Poisson structure on R3 is given by
$ f ,k%~P!52P~„ f 3„k !. ~I.11!
Every function C:R3→R of the form C(P)5F(iPi2), where F:R→R is a differentiable
function, is a Casimir function, as is readily checked. In particular, for the rigid body, iPi2 is a
constant of the motion.
In the notation of the general theory, one chooses Q5G5SO~3! with G acting on itself by left
multiplication. The shape space is Q/G5a single point.
As explained previously, the free rigid body kinetic energy is given by the left invariant metric
on Q5SO~3! whose value at the identity is ^^V1 ,V2&&5IV1V2 , where V1 ,V2PR3 are
thought of as elements of so(3), the Lie algebra of SO~3!, via the isomorphism VPR3°Vˆ
Pso(3), Vˆ v“V3v. The Lagrangian equals the kinetic energy.
The infinitesimal generator of jˆPso(3) for the action of G is, according to the definitions,
given by jˆSO~3!(A)5jˆAPTASO~3!. The locked inertia tensor is, for each APSO(3), the linear
map J(A):so(3)→so(3)* given by ^J(A)jˆ ,hˆ &5^^jˆQ(A),hˆ Q(A)&&5^^jˆA,hˆ A&&. Since the
metric is left SO~3!-invariant, and using the general identity (A21j) ˆ 5A21jˆA, this equals
^^A21jˆA,A21hˆA&&5^^A21j,A21h&&5~A21j!~IA21h!5~AIA21j!h.
Thus, identifying J(A) with a linear map of R3 to itself, we get J(A)5AIA21.
Now we use the general definition ^JL(vq),j&5^^vq ,jQ(q)&& to compute the momentum map
JL :T SO~3!→R for the action of G. Using the definition Vˆ 5A21A˙ , we get
^JL~A,A˙ !,jˆ&5^^A˙ ,jˆA&&A5^^A21A˙ ,A21jˆA&&I5~IV!~A21j!5~AIV!j.
Letting p5AP, where P5IV, we get JL(A,A˙ )5p, the spatial angular momentum.
According to the general formula A(vq)5I(q)21JL(vq), the mechanical connection
A(A):TASO~3!→so(3) is given by A(A,A˙ )5AI21A21p5AV. This is A(A) regarded as tak-
ing values in R3. Regarded as taking values in so(3), the space of skew matrices, we get
A(A,A˙ )5AVd5AVˆ A215A˙ A21, the spatial angular velocity. Notice that the mechanical con-
nection is independent of the moment of inertia of the body.
The heavy top. The system is a spinning rigid body with a fixed point in a gravitational field, as
shown in Fig. 1.
One usually finds the equations written as
P˙ 5P3V1MglG3x,
G˙ 5G3V.
Here, M is the body’s mass, P is the body angular momentum, V is the body angular velocity, g
is the acceleration due to gravity, x is the body fixed unit vector on the line segment connecting
the fixed point with the body’s center of mass, and l is the length of this segment. Also, I is the
~time independent! moment of inertia tensor in body coordinates, defined as in the case of the free
rigid body. The body angular momentum and the body angular velocity are related, as before, by
P5IV. Also, G5A21k, which may be thought of as the ~negative! direction of gravity as seen
from the body, where k points upward and A is the element of SO~3! describing the current
configuration of the body.
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se(3) of the Euclidean group and for further references, see Marsden and Ratiu @1994#.98 For the
Euler–Poincare´ point of view, see Holm, Marsden, and Ratiu @1998#.53 These references also
discuss this example from the semidirect product point of view, the theory of which we shall
present shortly.
Now we discuss the shape space, the momentum map, the locked inertia tensor, and the
mechanical connection for this example. We choose Q5SO~3! and G5S1, regarded as rotations
about the spatial z axis, that is, rotations about the axis of gravity.
The shape space is Q/G5S2, the two sphere. Notice that in this case, the bundle
pQ ,G :SO~3!→S2 given by APSO(3)°G5A21k is not a trivial bundle. That is, the angle of
rotation f about the z axis is not a global cyclic variable. In other words, in this case, Q cannot be
written as the product S23S1. The classical Routh procedure usually assumes, often implicitly,
that the cyclic variables are global.
As with the free rigid body, the heavy top kinetic energy is given by the left invariant metric
on Q5SO~3! whose value at the identity is ^^V1 ,V2&&5IV1V2 , where V1 ,V2PR3 are
thought of as elements of so(3). This kinetic energy is thus left invariant under the action of the
full group SO~3!.
The potential energy is given by MglA21kx. This potential energy is invariant under the
group G5S1. As usual, the Lagrangian is the kinetic minus the potential energies.
We next compute the infinitesimal generators for the action of G. We identify the Lie algebra
of G with the real line R and this is identified with the ~trivial! subalgebra of so(3) by j°jkˆ .
These are given, according to the definitions, by jSO~3!(A)5jkˆAPTASO~3!.
The locked inertia tensor is, for each APSO~3!, a linear map I(A):R→R which we identify
with a real number. According to the definitions, it is given by
I~A!jh5^I~A!j ,h&5^^jQ~A!,hQ~A!&&5^^jkˆA,hkˆA&&.
Using the definition of the metric and its left SO~3!-invariance, this equals
^^jkˆA,hkˆA&&5jh^^A21kˆA,A21kˆA&&5jh^^A21k,A21k&&5jh~AIA21k!k.
Thus, I(A)5(AIA21k)k, that is, the ~3,3!-component of the matrix AIA21.
Next, we compute the momentum map JL :T SO~3!→R for the action of G. According to the
general definition, namely, ^JL(vq),j&5^^vq ,jQ(q)&&, we get
^JL~A,A˙ !,j&5^^A˙ ,jkˆA&&A5j^^A21A˙ ,A21kˆA&&I5j^^V,A21k&&.
FIG. 1. Heavy top.
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j^^V,A21k&&5j~IV!~A21k!5j~AP!k5jp3 ,
where p5AP is the spatial angular momentum. Thus, JL(A,A˙ )5p3 , the third component of the
spatial angular momentum. The mechanical connection A(A):TASO~3!→R is given, using the
general formula A(vq)5I(q)21JL(vq), by A(A,A˙ )5p3 /(AIA21k)k.
Underwater vehicle. The underwater vehicle is modeled as a rigid body moving in ideal potential
flow according to Kirchhoff’s equations. The vehicle is assumed to be neutrally buoyant ~often
ellipsoidal!, but not necessarily with coincident centers of gravity and buoyancy. The vehicle is
free to both rotate and translate in space.
Fix an orthonormal coordinate frame to the body with origin located at the center of buoyancy
and axes aligned with the principal axes of the displaced fluid ~Fig. 2!.
When these axes are also the principal axes of the body and the vehicle is ellipsoidal, the
inertia and mass matrices are simultaneously diagonalized. Let the inertia matrix of the body-fluid
system be denoted by I5diag(I1 ,I2 ,I3) and the mass matrix by M5diag(m1 ,m2 ,m3); these matrices
include the ‘‘added’’ inertias and masses due to the fluid. The total mass of the body is denoted m
and the acceleration of gravity is g.
The current position of the body is given by a vector b ~the vector from the spatially fixed
origin to the center of buoyancy! and its attitude is given by a rotation matrix A ~the center of
rotation is the spatial origin!. The body fixed vector from the center of buoyancy to the center of
gravity is denoted lx, where l is the distance between these centers.
We shall now formulate the structure of the problem in a form relevant for the present needs,
omitting the discussion of how one obtains the equations and the Lagrangian. We refer the reader
to Leonard @1997#86 and to Leonard and Marsden @1997#84 for additional details. In particular,
these references study the formulation of the equations as Euler–Poincare´ and Lie–Poisson equa-
tions on a double semidirect product and do a stability analysis.
In this problem, Q5SE~3!, the group of Euclidean motions in space, the symmetry group is
G5SE~2!3R, and G acts on Q on the left as a subgroup; the symmetries correspond to translation
and rotation in a horizontal plane together with vertical translations. Because the centers of gravity
and buoyancy are different, rotations around nonvertical axes are not symmetries, as with the
heavy top.
FIG. 2. Schematic of a neutrally buoyant ellipsoidal underwater vehicle.
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removes the translational variables. The bundle pQ ,G :SO~3!→S2 is again given by A
PSO(3)°G5A21k, where G has the same interpretation as it did in the case of the heavy top.
Elements of SE~3! are pairs ~A, b! where APSO(3) and bPR3. If the pair (A,b) is identified
with the matrix
FA b0 1G ,
then, as is well-known, group multiplication in SE~3! is given by matrix multiplication. The Lie
algebra of SE~3! is se(3)5R33R3 with the bracket @(V,u),(S,v)#5(V3S,V3v2S3u).
As shown in the cited references, the underwater vehicle kinetic energy is that of the left
invariant metric on SE~3! given at the identity as follows:
^^~V1 ,v1!,~V2 ,v2!&&5V1IV21V1Dv21v1DTV21v1Mv2 , ~I.12!
where D5mxˆ. The kinetic energy is thus the SE~3! invariant function on T SE~3! whose value at
the identity is given by K(V,v)5 12VIV1VDv1 12vMv. The potential energy is given by
V(A,b)5mglA21kx and L5K2V .
The momenta conjugate to V and v are given by
P5
]L
]V
5IV1Dv, P5
]L
]v
5Mv1DTV,
the ‘‘angular momentum’’ and the ‘‘linear momentum.’’ Equivalently, V5AP1BTP and v
5CP1BP, where
A5~I2DM 21DT!21, B52CDTI2152M 21DTA , C5~M2DTI21D !21.
The equations of motion are computed to be
P˙ 5P3V1P3v2mglG3x,
~I.13!
P˙ 5P3V, G˙ 5G3V,
which is the Lie–Poisson ~or Euler–Poincare´! form in a double semidirect product.
The Lie algebra of G is se(2)3R, identified with the set of pairs (j ,v) where jPR and v
PR3 and this is identified with the subalgebra of se(3) of elements of the form (jkˆ ,v).
The infinitesimal generators for the action of G are given by
~j ,v!SE~3 !~A,b!5~jkˆA,jk3b1v!PT ~A,b!SE~3 !.
The locked inertia tensor is, for each (A,b)PSE~3!, a linear map I(A,b):so(2)3R
→(so(2)3R)*. We identify, as previously, the Lie algebra g with pairs (j ,v) and identify the
dual space with the algebra itself using ordinary multiplication and the Euclidean dot product.
According to the definitions, I is given by
^I~A,b!~j ,v!,~h ,w!&5^^~j ,v!SE~3 !~A,b!,~h ,w!SE~3 !~A,b!&&~A,b!
5^^~jkˆA,jk3b1v!,~hkˆA,hk3b1w!&&~A,b! .
The tangent of left translation on the group SE~3! is given by TL (A,b)(U,w)5(AU,Aw). Using
the fact that the metric is left SE~3! invariant and formula ~I.12! for the inner product, we arrive
at
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1@ADA21~jk3b1v!#k1@AMA21~jk3b1v!#~k3b!,
ADTA21k1AMA21~jk3b1v!!. ~I.14!
The momentum map JL :T SE~3!→se(2)*3R for the action of G is readily computed using
the general definition, namely, ^JL(vq),j&5^^vq ,jQ(q)&&; one gets
JL~A,b,A˙ ,b˙ !5~~AP1b3AP!k,AP!,
where, recall, P5]L/]V5IV1Dv and P5]L/]v5Mv1DTV.
The mechanical connection A(A,b):T A,bSE(3)→se(2)*3R is therefore given, according
to the general formula A(vq)5I(q)21JL(vq), by
A~A,b,A˙ ,b˙ !5I~A,b!21~~AP1b3AP!k,AP!,
where I(A,b) is given by ~I.14!. We do not attempt to invert the locked inertia tensor explicitly
in this case.
II. THE BUNDLE PICTURE IN MECHANICS
A. Cotangent bundle reduction
Cotangent bundle reduction theory lies at the heart of the bundle picture. We will describe it
from this point of view in this section.
Some history. We continue the history begun in the Introduction. From the symplectic viewpoint,
a principal result is that the symplectic reduction of a cotangent bundle T*Q at mPg* is a bundle
over T*(Q/G) with fiber the coadjoint orbit through m. This result can be traced back in a
preliminary form, to Sternberg @1977#149 and Weinstein @1977#.154 It was refined in Montgomery,
Marsden, and Ratiu @1984#115 and in Montgomery @1986#.118 See also Abraham and Marsden
@1978#2 and Marsden @1992#.103 It was also shown that the symplectically reduced cotangent
bundle can be symplectically embedded in T*(Q/Gm)—this is the injective version of the cotan-
gent bundle reduction theorem. From the Poisson viewpoint, in which one simply takes quotients
by group actions, this reads: (T*Q)/G is a g*-bundle over T*(Q/G), or a Lie–Poisson bundle
over the cotangent bundle of shape space. We shall return to this bundle point of view shortly and
sharpen some of these statements.
The bundle point of view. We choose a principal connection A on the shape space bundle. The
general theory, in principle, does not require one to choose a connection. However, there are many
good reasons to do so, such as applications to stability theory and geometric phases. Define g˜
5(Q3g)/G , the associated bundle to g, where the quotient uses the given action on Q and the
coadjoint action on g. The connection A defines a bundle isomorphism aA :TQ/G→T(Q/G)
% g˜ given by aA(@vq#G)5TpQ ,G(vq) % @q ,A(vq)#G . Here, the sum is a Whitney sum of vector
bundles over Q/G ~the fiberwise direct sum! and the symbol @q ,A(vq)#G means the equivalence
class of (q ,A(vq))PQ3g under the G-action. The map aA is a well-defined vector bundle
isomorphism with inverse given by aA
21(ux % @q ,j#G)5@(ux)qh1jQ(q)#G , where (ux)qh denotes
the horizontal lift of ux to the point q.
Poisson cotangent bundle reduction. The bundle view of Poisson cotangent bundle reduction
considers the inverse of the fiberwise dual of aA , which defines a bundle isomorphism
(aA21)*:T*Q/G→T*(Q/G) % g˜*, where g˜*5(Q3g*)/G is the vector bundle over Q/G asso-
ciated with the coadjoint action of G on g˜*. This isomorphism makes explicit the sense in which
(T*Q)/G is a bundle over T*(Q/G) with fiber g*. The Poisson structure on this bundle is a
synthesis of the canonical bracket, the Lie–Poisson bracket, and curvature. The inherited Poisson
structure on this space was derived in Montgomery, Marsden, and Ratiu @1984#115 ~details were
given in Montgomery @1986#118! and was put into the present context in Cendra, Marsden, and
Ratiu @2000a#.28
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plectic reduced space of T*Q , which are the symplectic leaves in (T*Q)/G>T*(Q/G) % g˜*, are
given by a fiber product T*(Q/G)3Q/GO˜ , where O˜ is the associated coadjoint orbit bundle. This
makes precise the sense in which the symplectic reduced spaces are bundles over T*(Q/G) with
fiber a coadjoint orbit. They also give an intrinsic expression for the reduced symplectic form,
which involves the canonical symplectic structure on T*(Q/G), the curvature of the connection,
the coadjoint orbit symplectic form, and interaction terms that pair tangent vectors to the orbit with
the vertical projections of tangent vectors to the configuration space; see also Zaalani @1999#.160
As we shall show in the next section, the reduced space Pm for P5T*Q is globally diffeo-
morphic to the bundle T*(Q/G)3Q/GQ/Gm , where Q/Gm is regarded as a bundle over Q/G . In
fact, these results simplify the study of these symplectic leaves. In particular, this makes the
injective version of cotangent bundle reduction transparent. Indeed, there is a natural inclusion
map T*(Q/G)3Q/GQ/Gm→T*(Q/Gm), induced by the dual of the tangent of the projection map
rm :Q/Gm→Q/G . This inclusion map then realizes the reduced spaces Pm as symplectic sub-
bundles of T*(Q/Gm).
B. Lagrange–Poincare´ reduction
In a local trivialization, write Q5S3G where S5Q/G , and TQ/G as TS3g. Coordinates on
Q are written xa,sa and those for (TQ)/G are denoted (xa, x˙a,ja). Locally, the connection
one-form on Q is written dsa1Aaa dxa and we let Va5ja1Aaa x˙a. The components of the cur-
vature of A are
Bab
b 5S ]Abb]xa 2 ]Aa
b
]xb
2Ccd
b Aa
c Ab
d D ,
where Cbd
a are the structure constants of the Lie algebra g. Later, in the text, we review the
intrinsic definition of curvature.
Let, as explained earlier, L:TQ→R be a G-invariant Lagrangian and let l:(TQ)/G→R be the
corresponding function induced on (TQ)/G . The Euler–Lagrange equations on Q induce equa-
tions on this quotient space. The connection is used to write these equations intrinsically as a
coupled set of Euler–Lagrange type equations and Euler–Poincare´ equations. These reduced
Euler–Lagrange equations, also called the Lagrange–Poincare´ equations ~implicitly contained in
Cendra, Ibort, and Marsden @1987#26 and explicitly in Marsden and Scheurle @1993b#108! are, in
coordinates,
d
dt
]l
] x˙a
2
]l
]xa
5
]l
]Va
~Bab
a x˙b2Cdb
a Aa
b Vd!,
d
dt
]l
]Vb
5
]l
]Va
~Cdb
a Vd2Cdb
a Aa
d x˙a!.
Using the geometry of the bundle TQ/G>T(Q/G) % g˜, one can write these equations intrin-
sically in terms of covariant derivatives ~see Cendra, Marsden, and Ratiu @2000a#28!. Namely, they
take the form
]l
]x
~x , x˙ , v¯ !2
D
Dt
]l
] x˙
~x , x˙ , v¯ !5 K ]l] v¯ ~x , x˙ , v¯ !,ix˙CurvA~x !L ,
D
Dt
]l
] v¯
~x , x˙ , v¯ !5adv*¯
]l
] v¯
~x , x˙ , v¯ !.
The first of these equations is the horizontal Lagrange–Poincare´ equation while the second is the
vertical Lagrange–Poincare´ equation. The notation here is as follows. Points in T(Q/G) % g˜ are
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bundles T(Q/G) % g˜ naturally inherit vector bundle connections and D/Dt denotes the associated
covariant derivatives. Also, CurvA denotes the curvature of the connection A thought of as an
adjoint bundle valued two-form on Q/G—basic definitions and properties of curvature will be
reviewed shortly.
Lagrangian reduction by stages. The perspective developed in Cendra, Marsden, and Ratiu
@2000a#28 is motivated by reduction by stages. In fact, that work develops a context ~of Lagrange–
Poincare´ bundles! in which Lagrangian reduction can be repeated. In particular, this theory treats
successive reduction for group extensions. Reduction for group extensions, in turn, builds on
semidirect product reduction theory, to which we turn next.
C. Hamiltonian semidirect product theory
Lie–Poisson systems on semidirect products. The study of Lie–Poisson equations for systems
on the dual of a semidirect product Lie algebra grew out of the work of many authors including
Sudarshan and Mukunda @1974#,150 Vinogradov and Kupershmidt @1977#,153 Ratiu @1980, 1981,
1982#,135,138,139 Guillemin and Sternberg @1980#,44 Marsden @1982#,102 Marsden et al. @1983#,113
Holm and Kupershmidt @1983#,49,50 Kupershmidt and Ratiu @1983#,79 Holmes and Marsden
@1983#,51 Marsden, Ratiu, and Weinstein @1984a,b#,100,101 Guillemin and Sternberg @1984#,46 Holm
et al. @1985#,56 Abarbanel et al. @1986#,1 Leonard and Marsden @1997#,84 and Marsden et al.
@1998#.90 As these and related references show, the Lie–Poisson equations apply to a surprisingly
wide variety of systems such as the heavy top, compressible flow, stratified incompressible flow,
MHD ~magnetohydrodynamics!, and underwater vehicle dynamics.
In each of the above-mentioned examples as well as in the general theory, one can view the
given Hamiltonian in the material representation as a function depending on a parameter; this
parameter becomes a dynamic variable when reduction is performed. For example, in the heavy
top, the direction and magnitude of gravity, the mass and location of the center of mass may be
regarded as parameters, but the direction of gravity becomes the dynamic variable G when reduc-
tion is performed.
We first recall how the Hamiltonian theory proceeds for systems defined on semidirect prod-
ucts. We present the abstract theory, but of course historically this grew out of the examples,
especially the heavy top and compressible flow. When working with various models of continuum
mechanics and plasmas one has to keep in mind that many of the actions are right actions, so one
has to be careful when employing general theorems involving left actions. We refer to Holm,
Marsden, and Ratiu @1998#53 for a statement of some of the results explicitly for right actions.
Generalities on semidirect products. Let V be a vector space and assume that the Lie group G
acts on the left by linear maps on V ~and hence G also acts on the left on its dual space V*). The
semidirect product S5GsV is the set S5G3V with group multiplication given by
~g1 ,v1!~g2 ,v2!5~g1g2 ,v11g1v2!,
where the action of gPG on vPV is denoted gv . The identity element is (e ,0) where e is the
identity in G and the inverse of (g ,v) is (g ,v)215(g21,2g21v). The Lie algebra of S is the
semidirect product Lie algebra, s5gsV , whose bracket is
@~j1 ,v1!,~j2 ,v2!#5~@j1 ,j2# ,j1v22j2v1!,
where we denote the induced action of g on V by j1v2 .
The adjoint and coadjoint actions are given by
~g ,v !~j ,u !5~gj ,gu2~gj!v !, ~g ,v !~m ,a !5~gm1rv*~ga !,ga !,
where (g ,v)PS5G3V , (j ,u)Ps5g3V , (m ,a)Ps*5g*3V*, gj5Adg j , gm5Adg21* m , ga
denotes the induced left action of g on a ~the left action of G on V induces a left action of G on
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rv(j)5jv , and rv* :V*→g* is its dual. For aPV*, we write rv*a5vLaPg*, which is a
bilinear operation in v and a. Equivalently, we can write ^ha ,v&52^vLa ,h& . Using this nota-
tion, the coadjoint action reads (g ,v)(m ,a)5(gm1vL(ga),ga).
Lie–Poisson brackets and Hamiltonian vector fields. For a left representation of G on V the
6Lie–Poisson bracket of two functions f ,k:s*→R is given by
$ f ,k%6~m ,a !56 K m ,F d fdm , dkdmG L 6 K a , d fdm dkda2 dkdm d fda L ,
where d f /dmPg, and d f /daPV are the functional derivatives of f. The Hamiltonian vector field
of h:s*→R has the expression
Xh~m ,a !57S addh/dm* m2 dhda La ,2 dhdm a D .
Thus, Hamilton’s equations on the dual of a semidirect product are given by
m˙57addh/dm* m6
dh
da
La ,
a˙56
dh
dm
a .
Symplectic actions by semidirect products. Consider a left symplectic action of S on a symplec-
tic manifold P that has an equivariant momentum map JS :P→s*. Since V is a ~normal! subgroup
of S, it also acts on P and has a momentum map JV :P→V* given by JV5iV*+JS , where iV :V
→s is the inclusion v°(0,v) and iV* :s*→V* is its dual. We think of JV as the second compo-
nent of JS . We can regard G as a subgroup of S by g°(g ,0). Thus, G also has a momentum map
that is the first component of JS but this will play a secondary role in what follows. Equivariance
of JS under G implies that JV(gz)5gJV(z). To prove this relation, one uses the fact that for the
coadjoint action of S on s* the second component is the dual of the given action of G on V .
The classical semidirect product reduction theorem. In a number of interesting applications
such as compressible fluids, the heavy top, MHD, etc., one has two symmetry groups that do not
commute and thus the commuting reduction by stages theorem of Marsden and Weinstein
@1974#110 does not apply. In this more general situation, it matters in what order one performs the
reduction, which occurs, in particular for semidirect products. The main result covering the case of
semidirect products has a complicated history, with important early contributions by many au-
thors, as we have listed previously. The final version of the theorem as we shall use it, is due to
Marsden, Ratiu, and Weinstein @1984a,b#.100,101
Theorem II.1 Semidirect product reduction theorem: Let S5GsV , choose s5(m ,a)
Pg*3V*, and reduce T*S by the action of S at s giving the coadjoint orbit Os through s
Ps*. There is a symplectic diffeomorphism between Os and the reduced space obtained by
reducing T*G by the subgroup Ga ~the isotropy of G for its action on V* at the point aPV*) at
the point muga where ga is the Lie algebra of Ga .
This theorem is a consequence of a more general result given in the next section.
D. Semidirect product reduction by stages
A theorem on reduction by stages for semidirect products acting on a symplectic manifold is
due to Leonard and Marsden @1997#84 ~where the motivation was the application to underwater
vehicle dynamics! and Marsden et al. @1998#.91
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mentum map JS :P→s*. As we have explained, the momentum map for the action of V is the
map JV :P→V* given by JV5iV*+JS .
We carry out the reduction of P by S at a regular value s5(m ,a) of the momentum map JS
for S in two stages. First, reduce P by V at the value a ~assume it to be a regular value! to get the
reduced space Pa5JV21(a)/V . Second, form the isotropy group Ga of aPV*. One shows ~this
step is not trivial! that the group Ga acts on Pa and has an induced equivariant momentum map
Ja :Pa→ga* , where ga is the Lie algebra of Ga , so one can reduce Pa at the point ma“muga to
get the reduced space (Pa)ma5Ja
21(ma)/(Ga)ma.
Theorem II.2 reduction by stages for semidirect products: The reduced space (Pa)ma is
symplectically diffeomorphic to the reduced space Ps obtained by reducing P by S at the point
s5(m ,a).
Combined with the cotangent bundle reduction theorem, the semidirect product reduction
theorem is a useful tool. For example, this shows that the generic coadjoint orbits for the Euclid-
ean group are cotangent bundles of spheres with the associated coadjoint orbit symplectic structure
given by the canonical structure plus a magnetic term.
Semidirect product reduction of dynamics. There is a technique for reducing dynamics that is
associated with the geometry of the semidirect product reduction theorem. One proceeds as fol-
lows.
We start with a Hamiltonian Ha0 on T*G that depends parametrically on a variable a0
PV*. The Hamiltonian, regarded as a map H:T*G3V*→R, is assumed to be invariant on
T*G3V* under the action of G on T*G3V*. One shows that this condition is equivalent to the
invariance of the function H defined on T*S5T*G3V3V* extended to be constant in the
variable V under the action of the semidirect product. By the semidirect product reduction theo-
rem, the dynamics of Ha0 reduced by Ga0, the isotropy group of a0 , is symplectically equivalent
to Lie–Poisson dynamics on s*5g*3V*. The Lie–Poisson structure determines the reduced
dynamics ~given explicitly above! using the function h(m ,a)5H(ag ,g21a) where m5g21ag .
E. Lagrangian semidirect product theory
Lagrangian semidirect product reduction is modeled after the reduction theorem for the basic
Euler–Poincare´ equations, although they are not literally special cases of it. To distinguish these,
we use phrases like basic Euler–Poincare´ equations for Eq. ~I.6! and simply the Euler–Poincare´
equations with advection or the Euler–Poincare´ equations with advected parameters, for the equa-
tions that follow.
The main difference between the invariant Lagrangians considered in the Euler–Poincare´
reduction theorem earlier and the ones we work with now is that L and l depend on an additional
parameter aPV*, where V is a representation space for the Lie group G and L has an invariance
property relative to both arguments.
The parameter aPV* acquires dynamical meaning under Lagrangian reduction as it did for
the Hamiltonian case: a˙56(dh/dm)a . For the heavy top, the parameter is the unit vector G in the
~negative! direction of gravity, which becomes a dynamical variable in body representation. For
compressible fluids, a becomes the density of the fluid in spatial representation, which becomes a
dynamical variable ~satisfying the continuity equation!.
The basic ingredients are as follows. There is a left representation of the Lie group G on the
vector space V and G acts in the natural way on the left on TG3V*:h(vg ,a)5(hvg ,ha).
Assume that the function L:TG3V*→R is left G-invariant. In particular, if a0PV*, define the
Lagrangian La0:TG→R by La0(vg)5L(vg ,a0). Then La0 is left invariant under the lift to TG of
the left action of Ga0 on G, where Ga0 is the isotropy group of a0 . Left G-invariance of L permits
us to define l:g3V*→R by l(g21vg ,g21a0)5L(vg ,a0). Conversely, this relation defines for
any l:g3V*→R a left G-invariant function L:TG3V*→R. For a curve g(t)PG , let j(t)
“g(t)21g˙(t) and define the curve a(t) as the unique solution of the following linear differential
equation with time-dependent coefficients a˙(t)52j(t)a(t), with initial condition a(0)5a0 . The
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Theorem II.3: With the preceding notation, the following are equivalent:
~i! With a0 held fixed, Hamilton’s variational principle
dE
t1
t2
La0~g~ t !, g˙~ t !!dt50 ~II.1!
holds, for variations dg(t) of g(t) vanishing at the end points.
~ii! g(t) satisfies the Euler–Lagrange equations for La0 on G.
~iii! The constrained variational principle,
dE
t1
t2
l~j~ t !,a~ t !!dt50, ~II.2!
holds on g3V*, using variations of j and a of the form dj5h˙ 1@j ,h# and da52ha , where
h(t)Pg vanishes at the end points.
~iv! The Euler–Poincare´ equations hold on g3V*,
d
dt
dl
dj
5adj*
dl
dj
1
dl
da
La . ~II.3!
Remarks:
~1! As with the basic Euler–Poincare´ equations, this is not strictly a variational principle in the
same sense as the standard Hamilton’s principle. It is more of a Lagrange–d’Alembert prin-
ciple, because we impose the stated constraints on the variations allowed.
~2! Note that Eq. ~II.3! is not the basic Euler–Poincare´ equations because we are not regarding
g3V* as a Lie algebra. Rather, these equations are thought of as a generalization of the
classical Euler–Poisson equations for a heavy top, written in body angular velocity variables,
as we shall see in the examples. Some authors may prefer the term Euler–Poisson–Poincare´
equations for these equations.
We refer to Holm, Marsden, and Ratiu @1998#53 for the proof. It is noteworthy that these
Euler–Poincare´ equations ~II.3! are not the ~pure! Euler–Poincare´ equations for the semidirect
product Lie algebra gsV*
The Legendre transformation. Start with a Lagrangian on g3V* and perform a partial Leg-
endre transformation in the variable j only, by writing
m5
dl
dj
, h~m ,a !5^m ,j&2l~j ,a !.
Since
dh
dm
5j1 K m , djdm L 2 K dldj , djdm L 5j ,
and dh/da52dl/da , we see that ~II.3! and a˙(t)52j(t)a(t) imply the Lie–Poisson dynamics
on a semidirect product for the minus Lie–Poisson bracket. If this Legendre transformation is
invertible, then we can also pass from the minus Lie–Poisson equations to the Euler–Poincare´
equations ~II.3! together with the equations a˙(t)52j(t)a(t).
Relation with Lagrangian reduction. The Euler–Poincare´ equations are shown to be a special
case of the reduced Euler–Lagrange equations in Cendra et al. @1998#.25 We also refer to Cendra
et al. @1998#,25 who study the Euler–Poincare´ formulation of the Maxwell–Vlasov equations for
plasma physics.
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of the Euler–Poincare´ equations. Our formulation is motivated by and designed for ideal con-
tinuum theories ~and hence the name Kelvin–Noether!, but it may be also of interest for finite
dimensional mechanical systems. Of course it is well known ~going back at least to Arnold
@1966#8! that the Kelvin circulation theorem for ideal flow is closely related to the Noether
theorem applied to continua using the particle relabeling symmetry group.
Start with a Lagrangian La0 depending on a parameter a0PV* as above and introduce a
manifold C on which G acts ~we assume this is also a left action! and suppose we have an
equivalent map K:C3V*→g**. In the case of continuum theories, the space C is usually a loop
space and ^K(c ,a),m& for cPC and mPg* will be a circulation. This class of examples also
shows why we do not want to identify the double dual g** with g.
Define the Kelvin–Noether quantity I:C3gV*→R by
I~c ,j ,a !5 KK~c ,a !, dldj L . ~II.4!
Theorem II.4 Kelvin–Noether: Fixing c0PC, let j(t), a(t) satisfy the Euler–Poincare´ equa-
tions and define g(t) to be the solution of g˙(t)5g(t)j(t) and, say, g(0)5e . Let c(t)
5g(t)21c0 and I(t)5I(c(t),j(t),a(t)). Then
d
dt I~ t !5 KK~c~ t !,a~ t !!, dlda La L . ~II.5!
Again, we refer to Holm, Marsden, and Ratiu @1998#53 for the proof.
Corollary II.5: For the basic Euler–Poincare´ equations, the Kelvin quantity I(t), defined the
same way as above but with I:C3g→R, is conserved.
The heavy top. As we explained earlier, the heavy top kinetic energy is given by the left invariant
metric on SO~3! whose value at the identity is ^V1 ,V2&5IV1V2 , where V1 ,V2PR3 are
thought of as elements of so(3), the Lie algebra of SO~3!, via the isomorphism VPR3→Vˆ
Pso(3), Vˆ v“V3v.
This kinetic energy is thus left invariant under SO~3!. The potential energy is given by
MglA21kx. This potential energy breaks the full SO~3! symmetry and is invariant only under
the rotations S1 about the k axis.
For the application of Theorem II.3 we think of the Lagrangian of the heavy top as a function
on T SO~3!3R3→R. Define U(uA ,v)5MglA21vx which is verified to be SO~3!-invariant, so
the hypotheses of Theorem II.3 are satisfied. Thus, the heavy top equations of motion in the body
representation are given by the Euler–Poincare´ equations ~II.3! for the Lagrangian l:so(3)3R3
→R. defined by l(V,G)5L(A21uA ,A21v)5 12PV2U(A21uA ,A21v)5 12PV2MglGx. It
is then straightforward to compute the Euler–Poincare´ equations for this reduced Lagrangian and
to verify that one gets the usual heavy top equations.
Let C5g and let K:C3V*→g**>g be the map (W,G)°W. Then the Kelvin–Noether
theorem gives the statement (d/dt)^W,P&5Mgl^W,G3x&, where W(t)5A(t)21w; in other
words, W(t) is the body representation of a space fixed vector. This statement is easily verified
directly. Also, note that ^W,P&5^w,p& , with p5A(t)P, so the Kelvin–Noether theorem may be
viewed as a statement about the rate of change of the momentum map of the system ~the spatial
angular momentum! relative to the full group of rotations, not just those about the vertical axis.
F. Reduction by stages
Poisson reduction by stages. Suppose that a Lie group M acts symplectically on a symplectic
manifold P. Let N be a normal subgroup of M ~so M is an extension of N!. The problem is to carry
out a reduction of P by M in two steps, first a reduction of P by N followed by, roughly speaking,
a reduction by the quotient group M /N . On a Poisson level, this is elementary: P/M is Poisson
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Symplectic reduction by stages. We now state the theorem on symplectic reduction by stages
regarded as a generalization of the semidirect product reduction theorem. We refer to Marsden
et al. @1998, 2000#90,91 and Leonard and Marsden @1997#84 for details and applications.
Start with a symplectic manifold (P ,V) and a Lie group M that acts on P and has an
Ad*-equivariant momentum map JM :P→m*, where m is the Lie algebra of M. We shall denote
this action by F:M3P→P and the mapping associated with a group element mPM by Fm :P
→P .
Assume that N is a normal subgroup of M and denote its Lie algebra by n. Let i:n→m denote
the inclusion and let i*:m*→n* be its dual, which is the natural projection given by restriction
of linear functionals. The equivariant momentum map for the action of the group N on P is given
by JN(z)5i*(JM(z)). Let nPn* be a regular value of JN and let Nn be the isotropy subgroup of
n for the coadjoint action of N on its Lie algebra. We suppose that the action of Nn ~and in fact that
of M! is free and proper and form the first symplectic reduced space: Pn5JN21(n)/Nn .
Since N is a normal subgroup, the adjoint action of M on its Lie algebra m leaves the
subalgebra n invariant, and so it induces a dual action of M on n*. Thus, we can consider M n ,
the isotropy subgroup of nPn* for the action of M on n*. One checks that the subgroup Nn,M
is normal in M n , so we can form the quotient group M n /Nn . In the context of semidirect
products, with the second factor being a vector space V , M n /Nn reduces to Ga where n5a in our
semidirect product notation.
Now one shows that there is a well-defined symplectic action of M n /Nn on the reduced space
Pn . In fact, there is a natural sense in which the momentum map JM :P→m* induces a momen-
tum map Jn :Pn→(mn /nn)* for this action. However, this momentum map in general need not be
equivariant.
However, nonequivariant reduction is a well-defined process and so Pn can be further reduced
by the action of M n /Nn at a regular value rP(mn /nn)*. Let this second reduced space be
denoted by Pn ,r5JMn /Nn
21 (r)/(M n /Nn)r where, as usual, (M n /Nn)r is the isotropy subgroup for
the action of the group M n /Nn on the dual of its Lie algebra.
Assume that sPm* is a given regular element of JM so that we can form the reduced space
Ps5JM21(s)/M s where M s is the isotropy subgroup of s for the action of M on m*. We also
require that the relation (rn8)*(r)5kn*s2 n¯ holds where rn8 :mn→mn /nn is the quotient map,
kn :mn→m is the inclusion, and n¯ is some extension of n to mn . We assume that the following
condition holds.
Stages hypothesis: For all s1 ,s2Pm* such that s1umn5s2umn and s1un5s2un, there exists
nPNn such that s25Adn21* s1 .
Theorem II.6 symplectic reduction by stages: Under the above hypotheses, there is a sym-
plectic diffeomorphism between Ps and Pn ,r .
Lagrangian stages. We will just make some comments on the Lagrangian counterpart to Hamil-
tonian reduction by stages. First of all, it should be viewed as a Lagrangian counterpart to Poisson
reduction by stages, which, as we have remarked, is relatively straightforward. What makes the
Lagrangian counterpart more difficult is the a priori lack of a convenient category, like that of
Poisson manifolds, which is stable under reduction. Such a category, which may be viewed as the
minimal category satisfying this property and containing tangent bundles, is given in Cendra,
Marsden, and Ratiu @2000a#.28 This category must, as we have seen, contain bundles of the form
T(Q/G) % g˜. This gives a clue as to the structure of the general element of this Lagrange–
Poincare´ category, namely direct sums of tangent bundles with vector bundles with fiberwise Lie
algebra structure and certain other ~curvature-like! structures. In particular, this theory can handle
the case of general group extensions and includes Lagrangian semidirect product reduction as a
special case.
The Lagrangian analog of symplectic reduction is non-Abelian Routh reduction to which we
turn next. Developing Routh reduction by stages is an interesting and challenging open problem.
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Routh reduction differs from Lagrange–Poincare´ reduction in that the momentum map con-
straint JL5m is imposed. Routh dealt with systems having cyclic variables. The heavy top has an
Abelian group of symmetries, with a free and proper action, yet it does not have global cyclic
variables in the sense that the bundle Q→Q/G is not trivial; that is, Q is not globally a product
S3G . For a modern exposition of Routh reduction in the case when Q5S3G and G is Abelian,
see Marsden and Ratiu @1994#,98 Sec. 8.9, and Arnold @1988#.11
We shall now embark on a global intrinsic presentation of non-Abelian Routh reduction.
Preliminary versions of this theory, which represent our starting point are given in Marsden and
Scheurle @1993a#107 and Jalnapurkar and Marsden @2000a#.64
A. The global realization theorem for the reduced phase space
Let Gm denote the isotropy subgroup of m for the coadjoint action of G on g*. Because G acts
freely and properly on Q and assuming that m is a regular value of the momentum map JL , the
space JL21(m)/Gm is a smooth symplectic manifold ~by the symplectic reduction theorem!. The
symplectic structure is not of immediate concern to us.
Fiber products. Given two fiber bundles f :M→B and g:N→B , the fiber product is M3BN
5$(m ,n)PM3Nu f (m)5g(n)%. Using the fact that M3BN5( f 3g)21(D) where D is the diag-
onal in B3B , one sees that M3BN is a smooth submanifold of M3N and a smooth fiber bundle
over B with the projection map (m ,n)° f (m)5g(n).
Statement of the global realization theorem. Consider the two fiber bundles tQ/G :T(Q/G)
→Q/G and rm :Q/Gm→Q/G . The first is the tangent bundle of shape space, while the second is
the map taking an equivalence class with respect to the Gm group action and mapping it to the
larger class ~orbit! for the G action on Q. We write the map rm as @q#Gm°@q#G . The map rm is
smooth being the quotient map induced by the identity. We form the fiber product bundle
pm :T(Q/G)3Q/GQ/Gm→Q/G .
A couple of remarks about the bundle structures are in order. The fibers of the bundle
rm :Q/Gm→Q/G are diffeomorphic to the coadjoint orbit Om through m for the G action on g*,
that is, to the homogeneous quotient space G/Gm . Also, the space JL21(m)/Gm is a bundle over
both Q/Gm and Q/G . Namely, we have the smooth maps
sm:JL21~m!/Gm→Q/Gm , @vq#Gm°@q#Gm ,
sm :JL21~m!/Gm→Q/G , @vq#Gm°@q#G .
Theorem III.1: The bundle sm :JL21(m)/Gm→Q/G is bundle isomorphic (over the identity) to the
bundle pm :T(Q/G)3Q/GQ/Gm→Q/G .
The maps involved in this theorem and defined in the proof are shown in Fig. 3.
Proof: We first define a bundle map and then check it is a bundle isomorphism by producing an
inverse bundle map. We already have defined a map sm that will give the second component of
our desired map. To define the first component, we start with the map TpQ ,GuJL21(m):JL21(m)
→T(Q/G). This map is readily checked to be Gm-invariant and so it defines a map of the quotient
space rm :JL21(m)/Gm→T(Q/G), a bundle map over the base Q/G . The map rm is smooth as it is
induced by the smooth map TpQ ,GuJL21(m).
The map we claim is a bundle isomorphism is the fiber product fm5rm3Q/Gsm. This map is
smooth as it is the fiber product of smooth maps. Concretely, this bundle map is given as follows.
Let vqPJL21(m). Then fm(@vq#Gm)5(TqpQ ,G(vq),@q#Gm).
We now construct the inverse bundle map. From the theory of quotient manifolds, recall that
one identifies the tangent space Tx(Q/G) at a point x5@q#G with the quotient space TqQ/gq ,
where q is a representative of the class x and where gq5$jQ(q)ujPg% is the tangent space to the
group orbit through q. The isomorphism in question is induced by the tangent map
TqpQ ,G :TqQ→Tx(Q/G), whose kernel is exactly gq .
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1jQ(q)PJL21(m). In fact, j5I(q)21(m2JL(wq)).
Proof: The condition that JL(vq)5m is equivalent to the following condition for all hPg:
^m ,h&5^JL~wq!,h&1^JL~jQ~q !!,h&
5^JL~wq!,h&1^^jQ~q !,hQ~q !&&5^JL~wq!,h&1^I~q !j ,h& .
Thus, this condition is equivalent to m5JL(wq)1I(q)j . Solving for j gives the result. ,
As a consequence, note that for each uxPTx(Q/G), and each qPQ with @q#G5x , there is a
vqPJL21(m) such that ux5@vq# .
We claim that an inverse for fm is the map cm :T(Q/G)3Q/GQ/Gm→JL21(m)/Gm defined by
cm(ux ,@q#Gm)5@vq#Gm, where x5@q#G and ux5@vq# , with vqPJL
21(m) given by the above-
mentioned lemma. To show that cm is well-defined, we must show that if we represent the pair
(ux ,@q#Gm), x5@q#G , in a different way, the value of cm is unchanged.
Let ux5@ v¯q¯ # , with @q#Gm5@ q¯#Gm and v¯q¯PJL
21(m). Then we must show that @vq#Gm
5@ v¯q¯ #Gm. Since @q#Gm5@ q¯#Gm, we can write q¯5hq for some hPGm . Consider h21 v¯q¯
PTqQ . By equivariance of JL , and the fact that hPGm , we have h21 v¯q¯PJL21(m). However,
ux5TqpQ ,G~vq!5Tq¯pQ ,G~ v¯q¯ !5TqpQ ,G~h21 v¯q¯ !
and therefore, vq2h21 v¯q¯Pgq . In other words, vq2h21 v¯q¯5jQ(q) for some jPg. Applying
JL to each side gives 05JL(jQ(q))5I(q)j and so j50. Thus, vq5h21 v¯q¯ and so @vq#Gm
5@ v¯q¯ #Gm. Thus, cm is a well-defined map.
To show that cm is smooth, we show that it has a smooth local representative. If we write,
locally, Q5S3G where the action is on the second factor alone, then we identify Q/Gm5S
3Om and T(Q/G)3Q/GQ/Gm5TS3Om . We identify JL21(m) with TS3G since the level set of
the momentum map in local representation is given by the product of TS with the graph of the
right invariant vector field on G whose value at e is the vector zPg such that ^^z ,h&&5^m ,h& . In
FIG. 3. The maps involved in the proof of the global realization theorem.
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(ux ,@g#Gm)PTS3G/Gm°(ux ,gm)PTS3Om . This map is smooth by the construction of the
manifold structure on the orbit. Thus, cm is smooth.
It remains to show that cm and fm are inverses. To do this, note that
~cm+fm!~@vq#Gm!5cm~TqpQ/G~vq!,@q#Gm!5@vq#Gm
since vq is, by assumption, in JL21(m). h
Associated bundles. We now show that the bundle rm :Q/Gm→Q/G is globally diffeomorphic to
an associated coadjoint orbit bundle. Let Om,g* denote the coadjoint orbit through m. The
associated coadjoint bundle is the bundle O˜ m5(Q3Om)/G , where the action of G on Q is the
given ~left! action, the action of G on Om is the left coadjoint action, and the action of G on Q
3Om is the diagonal action. This coadjoint bundle is regarded as a bundle over Q/G with the
projection map given by r˜m :O˜ m→Q/G;@(q ,gm)#G°@q#G .
Theorem III.3: There is a global bundle isomorphism Fm :O˜ m→Q/Gm covering the identity on
the base Q/G .
Proof: As in the preceding theorem, we construct the map Fm and show it is an isomorphism by
constructing an inverse. Define Fm by @q ,g0m#G°@g021q#Gm. To show that Fm is well defined,
suppose that g0m5 g¯m and gPG . We have to show that @g021q#Gm5@((gg¯)21)(gq)#Gm,
i.e., @g0
21q#Gm5@ g¯21q#Gm, which is true because g021g¯PGm . Define Cm :Q/Gm→O˜ m by
@q#Gm°@q ,m#G . It is clear that Cm is well defined and is the inverse of Fm . Smoothness of each
of these maps follows from general theorems on smoothness of quotient maps ~see, e.g., Abraham,
Marsden, and Ratiu @1988#3!. h
A consequence of these two theorems is that there are global bundle isomorphisms between
the three bundles JL21(m)/Gm , T(Q/G)3Q/GQ/Gm , and T(Q/G)3Q/GO˜ m .
The second space is convenient for analyzing the Routhian and the reduced variational prin-
ciples, while the third is convenient for making links with the Hamiltonian side.
B. The Routhian
We again consider Lagrangians of the form kinetic minus potential using our earlier notation.
Given a fixed mPg*, the associated Routhian Rm:TQ→R is defined by
Rm~vq!5L~vq!2^m ,A~vq!&.
Letting Am(vq)5^m ,A(vq)&, we can write this simply as Rm5L2Am .
Proposition III.4: For vqPJL21(m), we have Rm(vq)5 12iHor(vq)i22Vm(q), where the amended
potential Vm is given by Vm(q)5V(q)1Cm(q) and Cm5 12^m ,I(q)21m& is called the amend-
ment.
Proof: Because the horizontal and vertical components in the mechanical connection are metri-
cally orthogonal, we have
Rm~vq!5
1
2ivqi22V~q !2^m ,A~vq!&5 12iHor~vq!i21 12iVer~vq!i22V~q !2^m ,A~vq!& .
For vqPJL21(m), we have
iVer~vq!i25i~A~vq!!Q~q !i25^I~q !A~vq!,A~vq!&
5^JL~vq!,A~vq!&5^m ,A~vq!&5^m ,I~q !21~m!&. h
Using this, one now verifies the following:
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enting, a function on JL21(m)/Gm and hence, by the global realization theorem, a function
Rm:T(Q/G)3Q/G(Q/Gm)→R called the reduced Routhian; it is given by
Rm~ux ,@q#Gm!5
1
2iuxiS
22Vm~@q#Gm!,
where x5@q#G , the metric on S5Q/G is naturally induced from the metric on Q (that is, if ux
5TqpQ ,G(vq) then iuxiS5iHor(vq)i), and Vm :Q/Gm→R is the reduced amended potential
given by Vm(@q#Gm)5Vm(q).
Additional notation will prove useful. Let V be the function on Q/G induced by the function
V on Q and let Cm be the reduced amendment, the function on Q/Gm induced by the amendment
Cm . Thus, Vm5V+rm1Cm . Let the Lagrangian on Q/G be denoted L5K2V, where K(ux)
5iuxiS
2/2 is the kinetic energy on the shape space Q/G .
C. Examples
Rigid body. Here the shape space is a point since Q5G , m5p, the spatial angular momentum,
so T(Q/G)3Q/GQ/Gp5S ipi2 , the sphere of radius ipi, a coadjoint orbit for the rotation group.
The reduced Routhian Rp:S ipi
2 →R is the negative of the reduced amendment, namely 2 12PI21P. This is of course the negative of the reduced energy.
Heavy top. In this case Q5SO~3! and G5S1 is the subgroup of rotations about the vertical axis.
Shape space is Q/G5S12, the sphere of radius 1. As with any Abelian group, Gm5G , so
T(Q/G)3Q/GQ/Gm5T(Q/G). In the case of the heavy top, we get TS12.
The isomorphism from JL21(m)/Gm→TS2 is induced by the map that takes (A,A˙ ) to (G,G˙
5G3V). One checks that the horizontal lift of (G,G˙ ) to the point A is the vector (A,A˙ h)
satisfying A21A˙ h5Vh , where
Vh“G˙ 3G2 ~G
˙ 3G!IG
GIG G.
In doing this computation, it may be helpful to keep in mind that the condition of horizontality is
the same as zero momentum. Thus, the reduced Routhian is given by
Rm~G,G˙ !5 12^Vh ,IVh&2MglGx2 12
m2
GIG .
Underwater vehicle. As we have seen, Q5SE~3!, G5SE~2!3R and so again Q/G5S12. How-
ever, because G is non-Abelian, for mÞ0, the bundle Q/Gm→Q/G has nontrivial fibers. These
fibers are coadjoint orbits for SE~2!, namely cylinders. A computation shows that Q/Gm
5SO~3!3R, regarded as a bundle over S1
2 by sending ~A, l! to A21k. Thus, T(Q/G)
3Q/GQ/Gm5T(S12)3S12SO~3!3R, a six-dimensional space, a nontrivial bundle over the two
sphere with fiber the product of the tangent space to the sphere with a cylinder. The reduced
Routhian may be computed as in the previous example, but we omit the details.
D. Hamilton’s variational principle and the Routhian
Now we shall recast Hamilton’s principle for the Lagrangian L in terms of the Routhian. To
do so, we shall first work out the expression for dSRm.
Recalling that Rm5L2Am and that on the space of curves parametrized on a fixed interval
@a ,b# , SL(q())5*ab L(q(t), q˙(t))dt , we see that SRm5SL2SAm, and hence that
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We know from the formula for dSL given in Proposition I.1 that
dSL~q~ t !!dq~ t !5E
a
b
EL~L !S d2qdt2 D dq dt1QLS dqdt D dqU
a
b
. ~III.2!
To work out the term dSAmdq(t) we shall proceed in a more geometric way.
Variations of integrals of forms. We shall pause for a moment to consider the general question
of variations of the integrals of differential forms. Consider a manifold M, a k-dimensional com-
pact oriented submanifold S ~with boundary! and a k-form v defined on M. By a variation of S we
shall mean a vector field ds defined along S in the following way. Let we :M→M be a family of
diffeomorphisms of M with w0 the identity. Set
ds~m !5
]
]eU
e50
we~m !, dE
S
v5
]
]eU
e50
E
we~S !
v .
Proposition III.6: The above variation is given by
dE
S
v5E
S
ids dv1E
dS
idsv ,
where idsv denotes the interior product of the vector field ds with the k-form v.
Proof: We use the definition, the change of variables formula, the Lie derivative, and Stokes’
formula as follows:
dE
S
v5
]
]eU
e50
E
we~S !
v5
]
]eU
e50
E
S
we*v5E
S
£dsv5E
S
idsdv1E
S
didsv5E
S
idsdv1E
]S
idsv .
h
Application to the mechanical connection. In particular, we can apply the preceding proposition
to the variations of the integral of the one-form Am over curves. We get
dE
a
b
Am5E
a
b
idqBm1Am~dq~b !!2Am~dq~a !!,
where Bm5dAm , the exterior derivative of the one form Am .
The computation of boundary terms. Summing up what we have proved so far, we write
dSRm~q~ t !, q˙~ t !!dq5dSL~q~ t !, q˙~ t !!dq2dSAm~q~ t !, q˙~ t !!dq
5E
a
b
EL~L !S d2qdt2 D dq dt1QLS dqdt D dqU
a
b
2E
a
b
idqBm2@Am~dq~b !!2Am~dq~a !!# .
We now compute the boundary terms in this expression. Recalling the formula for the boundary
terms in the variational formula for L, splitting the variation into horizontal and vertical parts, we
get
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a
b
5^FL~q~ t !, q˙~ t !!,dq&ua
b5^FL~q~ t !, q˙~ t !!,Hor dq&ua
b1^FL~q~ t !, q˙~ t !!,Ver dq&ua
b
5^^q˙~ t !,Hor dq&&ua
b1^^q˙~ t !,Ver dq&&ua
b
.
Assuming the curve (q(t), q˙(t)) lies in the level set of the momentum map, we have
^^q˙~ t !,Ver dq&&5^^q˙~ t !,@A~dq !#Q~q !&&5^JL~q~ t !, q˙~ t !!,A~dq !&5^m ,A~dq !&5Am~dq !.
Therefore, we get
QLS dqdt D dqU
a
b
5^^q˙~ t !,Hor dq&&ua
b1Am~dq !ua
b
.
Noticing that the terms involving Am cancel, we can say, in summary, that
dSRm~q~ t !, q˙~ t !!dq5dSL~q~ t !, q˙~ t !!dq2dSAm~q~ t !, q˙~ t !!dq
5E
a
b
EL~L !S d2qdt2 D dq dt2Eab idqBm1^^q˙~ t !,Hor dq&&uab .
We can conclude the following.
Theorem III.7: A solution of the Euler–Lagrange equations which lies in the level set JL5m ,
satisfies the following variational principle:
dE
a
b
Rm~q~ t !, q˙~ t !!dt52E
a
b
idqBm~q~ t !, q˙~ t !!dt1^^q˙~ t !,Hor dq&&ua
b
.
It is very important to notice that in this formulation, there are no boundary conditions or
constraints whatsoever imposed on the variations. However, we can choose vanishing boundary
conditions for dq and derive:
Corollary III.8: Any solution of the Euler–Lagrange equations which lies in the level set
JL5m , also satisfies the equations
EL~Rm!S d2qdt2 ~ t ! D5iq˙ ~ t !Bm .
Conversely, any solution of these equations that lies in the level set JL5m of the momentum map
is a solution to the Euler–Lagrange equations for L.
In deriving these equations, we have interchanged the contractions with dq and q˙ using skew
symmetry of the two-form Bm . One can also check this result with a coordinate computation, as
was done in Marsden and Scheurle @1993#;108 see also Marsden and Ratiu @1994#98 for this
calculation in the case of Abelian groups.
E. The Routh variational principle on quotients
We now show how to drop the variational principle given in Sec. III C to the reduced space
T(Q/G)3Q/GQ/Gm . An important point is whether or not one imposes constraints on the varia-
tions in the variational principle. One of our main points is that such constraints are not needed;
for a corresponding derivation with the varied curves constrained to lie in the level set of the
momentum map, see Jalnapurkar and Marsden @2000a#.64
Later in this section we illustrate the procedure with the rigid body, which already contains the
key to how one relaxes the constraints. Some readers may find it convenient to study that example
simultaneously with the general theory.
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only on the quotient variations. Following this, we shall show that the gyroscopic terms iq˙ (t)Bm
also depend only on the quotient variations.
Analysis of the variation of the Routhian. We begin by writing the Routhian as follows:
Rm~vq!5
1
2iHor~vq!i21 12iVer~vq!i22V~q !2^m ,A~vq!&. ~III.3!
We next analyze the variation of two of the terms in this expression, namely
1
2iVer~vq!i22^m ,A~vq!&5 12^I~q !A~vq!,A~vq!&2^m ,A~vq!&.
We choose a family of curves q(t ,e) with the property that q(t ,0) is a solution of the Euler–
Lagrange equations with a momentum value m and let vq be the time derivative of q(t ,0). As
usual, we also let dq be the e derivative evaluated at e50. Then, the desired variation is given by
]
]eU
e50
S 12 KI~q !AS ]q]t D ,AS ]q]t D L 2 K m ,AS ]q]t D L D
5
1
2 ^~TqIdq !A~vq!,A~vq!&1K I~q !A~vq!2m , ]]eU
e50
AS ]q]t D L . ~III.4!
Here, Tq denotes the tangent map at the point q. Since the curve q(t ,0) is assumed to be a solution
with momentum value m and since I(q)A(vq)5JL(vq), the second term in the preceding display
vanishes. Thus, we conclude that
]
]eU
e50
S 12 KI~q !AS ]q]t D ,AS ]q]t D L 2 K m ,AS ]q]t D L D5 12 ^~TqIdq !A~vq!,A~vq!&. ~III.5!
Next, we observe that
d~ 12^m ,I~q !21m&!dq52 12^m ,I~q !21~TqIdq !I~q !21m&. ~III.6!
On a solution with momentum value m, we have m5JL(vq)5I(q)A(vq). Substituting this into
the preceding expression, we get
d~ 12^m ,I~q !21m&!dq52 12^I~q !A~vq!,I~q !21~TqIdq !I~q !21I~q !A~vq!&
52
1
2 ^~TqIdq !A~vq!,A~vq!&. ~III.7!
Therefore, on a solution with momentum value m, we have
]
]eU
e50
S 12 KI~q !AS ]q]t D ,AS ]q]t D L 2 K m ,AS ]q]t D L D ~III.8!
52dS 12 ^m ,I~q !21m& D dq . ~III.9!
We conclude that when evaluated on a solution with momentum value m,
]
]eU
e50
RmS ]q]t D5 ]]eU
e50
S 12 IHorS ]q]t D I
2
2Vm~q ! D5 ]]eU
e50
R¯ mS ]q]t D , ~III.10!
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and, more important, R¯ m5Rm+(TpQ ,G3Q/GpQ ,Gm), where, recall, pQ ,G :Q→Q/G and
pQ ,Gm:Q→Q/Gm are the projection maps. Thus, R¯ m drops to the quotient with no restriction to
the level set of the momentum map. Differentiating this relation with respect to e, it follows that
the variation of R¯ m drops to the variation of Rm.
Analysis of the variation of the gyroscopic terms. Now we shall show how the exterior deriva-
tive of the one form Am drops to the quotient space. Precisely, this means the following. We
consider the one-form Am on the space Q and its exterior derivative Bm5dAm . We claim that
there is a unique two-form bm on Q/Gm such that Bm5pQ ,Gm* bm , where, recall, pQ ,Gm:Q
→Q/Gm is the natural projection. To prove this, one must show that for any u ,vPTqQ , the
following identity holds:
dAm~q !~u ,v !5dAm~gq !~gu1jQ~gq !,gv1hQ~gq !!, ~III.11!
for any gPGm , and j ,hPgm . To prove this, one first shows that
dAm~gq !~gu1jQ~gq !,gv1hQ~gq !!5dAm~q !~u1~Adg21 j!Q~q !,v1~Adg21 h!Q~q !!
using the identities jQ(gq)5(Adg21 j)Q(q) and Fg*Am5Am , where Fg(q)5gq is the group
action. Second, one shows that dAm(q)(u1zQ(q),v)5dAm(q)(u ,v) for any zPgm . This holds
because izQdAm50. Indeed, from Fg*Am5Am we get £zQAm50 and hence izQdAm1dizQAm
50. However, izQAm5^m ,z&, a constant, so we get the desired result.
Now we can apply Theorem III.7 to obtain the following result.
Theorem III.9: If q(t),a<t<b , is a solution of the Euler–Lagrange equations with momentum
value m ,y(t)5pQ ,Gm(q(t)), and x(t)5pQ ,G(q(t)), then y(t) satisfies the reduced variational
principle
dE
a
b
Rm~x~ t !, x˙~ t !,y~ t !!dt5E
a
b
iy˙ ~ t !bm~y~ t !!dydt1^^ x˙~ t !,dx~ t !&&Suab .
Conversely, if q(t) is a curve such that q˙(t)PJL21(m) and if its projection to y(t) satisfies this
reduced variational principle, then q(t) is a solution of the Euler–Lagrange equations.
It is already clear from the case of the Euler–Poincare´ equations that dropping the variational
principle to the quotient can often be easier than dropping the equations themselves. Notice also
that there is a slight abuse of notation, similar to that when one writes a tangent vector as a pair
(q , q˙). The notation ~x,y! is redundant since x can be recovered from y by projection from Q/Gm
to Q/G . Consistent with this convenient notational abuse, we use the notation (x , x˙) as an alter-
native to ux .
F. Curvature
We pause briefly to recall some key facts about curvatures of connections, and establish our
conventions. Then we shall relate bm to curvature.
Review of the curvature of a principal connection. Consider a principal connection A on a
principal G bundle pQ ,G :Q→Q/G . The curvature B is the Lie algebra-valued two-form on Q
defined by B(uq ,vq)5dA(Horq(uq),Horq(vq)), where d is the exterior derivative.
Using the fact that B depends only on the horizontal part of the vectors and equivariance, one
shows that it defines an adjoint bundle ~that is, g˜!-valued two-form on the base Q/G by
CurvA(x)(ux ,vx)5@q ,dA(uq ,vq)#G , where @q#G5xPQ/G , uq and vq are horizontal, TpQ ,Guq5ux , and TpQ ,Gvq5vx .
Curvature measures the lack of integrability of the horizontal distribution in the sense that on
two vector fields u, v on Q one has
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The proof uses the Cartan formula relating the exterior derivative and the Jacobi–Lie bracket:
B~u ,v !5Hor~u !@A~Hor~v !!#2Hor~v !@A~Hor~u !!#2A~@Hor~u !,Hor~v !# !.
The first two terms vanish since A vanishes on horizontal vectors.
An important formula for the curvature of a principal connection is given by the Cartan
structure equations: for any vector fields u, v on Q one has
B~u ,v !5dA~u ,v !2@A~u !,A~v !# ,
where the bracket on the right-hand side is the Lie bracket in g. One writes this equation for short
as B5dA2@A,A# . An important consequence of these equations that we will need below is the
following identity ~often this is a lemma used to prove the structure equations!:
dA~q !~Hor uq ,Ver vq!50 ~III.12!
for any uq ,vqPTqQ .
Recall also that when applied to the left trivializing connection on a Lie group, the structure
equations reduce to the Mauer–Cartan equations. We also remark, although we shall not need it,
that one has the Bianchi identities: For any vector fields u, v , w on Q, we have
dB~Hor~u !,Hor~v !,Hor~w !!50.
The connection on the bundle rm . The bundle rm :Q/Gm→Q/G has an Ehresmann connection
induced from the principal connections on the two bundles Q→Q/Gm and Q→Q/G . However,
we can also determine this connection directly by giving its horizontal space at each point y
5@q#GmPQ/Gm . This horizontal space is taken to be the orthogonal complement within
Ty(Q/Gm)>TqQ/@gmq# to the vertical space @gq#/@gmq# . This latter space inherits its metric
from that on TqQ by taking the quotient metric. As before, since the action is by isometries, this
metric is independent of the representatives chosen.
This horizontal space is denoted by Horrm and the operation of taking the horizontal part of a
vector is denoted by the same symbol. The vertical space is of course the fiber of this bundle. This
vertical space at a point y5@q#Gm is given by ker Tyrm , which is isomorphic to the quotient space
@gq#/@gmq# . This vertical bundle will be denoted by Ver(Q/Gm),T(Q/Gm) and the fiber at
the point yPQ/Gm is denoted Very(Q/Gm)5ker Tyrm . The projection onto the vertical part
defines the analog of the connection form, which we denote Arm. Thus, Arm:T(Q/Gm)
→Ver(Q/Gm), which we think of as a vertical valued one-form.
Compatibility of the three connections. We shall now work toward the computation of bm on
various combinations of horizontal and vertical vectors relative to the connection Arm. To do this,
keep in mind that rm+pQ ,Gm5pQ ,G by construction. We shall need the following.
Lemma III.10: Let uqPTqQ and uy5TypQ ,Gmuq , where y5pQ ,Gm(q). Then
~1! uy is rm-vertical if and only if uq is pQ ,G-vertical.
~2! The identity TpQ ,GmHor uq5Horrm(uy) holds, where Hor denotes the horizontal projection
for the mechanical connection A.
~3! The following identity holds: TpQ ,GmVer uq5Verrm(uy).
Proof. 1: Because rm+pQ ,Gm5pQ ,G , the chain rule gives
Tyrmuy5TyrmTqpQ ,Gmuq5TqpQ ,Guq ,
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2. Let vyPker Tyrm,Ty(Q/Gm) and write vy5TqpQ ,Gmvq . By the definition of the metric
^^ ,&&Q/Gm on Q/Gm we have
05^^Hor uq ,vq&&Q5^^TqpQ ,GmHor uq ,TqpQ ,Gmvq&&Q/Gm5^^TqpQ ,GmHor uq ,vy&&Q/Gm.
Hence, since vy is an arbitrary rm-vertical vector, we conclude that TqpQ ,GmHor uq is
rm-horizontal. Next, write
Horrm~TpQ ,Gmuq!5Horrm~TpQ ,GmHor uq!1Horrm~TpQ ,GmVer uq!5TpQ ,GpHor uq
by assertion 1 of this lemma.
3. As in 1, TqpQ ,GmVer uq is rm-vertical. Therefore,
Verrm uy5Verrm~TqpQ ,Gmuq!5Verrm~TqpQ ,GmVer uq!1Verrm~TqpQ ,GmHor uq!
5TqpQ ,GmVer uq ,
since TqpQ ,GmHor uq is rm-horizontal by part 2. h
The pairing between g˜ and g˜*. We shall need to define a natural pairing between the adjoint and
coadjoint bundles. Recall that, by definition, g˜5(Q3g)/G and g˜*5(Q3g*)/G , where G acts
by the given action on Q and by the adjoint action on g and the coadjoint action on g*. For
@q ,m#GPg˜* and @q ,j#GPg˜, the pairing is ^@q ,m#G ,@q ,j#G&5^m ,j&. One shows that this pairing
is independent of the representatives chosen.
We define, for y5@q#GmPQ/Gm , the (y ,m)-component of CurvA by
CurvA~
y ,m!~x !~ux ,vx!5^@q ,m#G ,CurvA~x !~ux ,vx!&, ~III.13!
where @q#G5x . One shows that this is independent of the representative q chosen for y.
Hor–hor components of bm . Now we compute the horizontal–horizontal components of bm as
follows. Let uq ,vqPTqQ , and
uy5TqpQ ,Gmuq , vy5TqpQ ,Gmvq .
Using Lemma III.10, the definition of curvature, and ~III.13!, we have
bm~y !~Horrm uy ,Horrm vy!5bm~pQ ,Gm~q !!~TqpQ ,GmHor uq ,TqpQ ,GmHor vq!
5~pQ ,Gm* bm!~q !~Hor uq ,Hor vq!5Bm~q !~Hor uq ,Hor vq!
5^m ,dA~q !~Hor uq ,Hor vq!&
5^@q ,m#G ,@q ,dA~q !~Hor uq ,Hor vq!#G&
5^@q ,m#G ,CurvA~x !~ux ,vx!&5CurvA~
y ,m!~x !~ux ,vx!,
where x5pQ ,G(q)5rm(y), ux5TqpQ ,Guq5Tyrmuy , and similarly for vx .
We summarize what we have proved in the following lemma.
Lemma III.11: The two-form bm on horizontal vectors is given by
bm~y !~Horrm uy ,Horrm vy!5CurvA
~y ,m!~x !~ux ,vx!. ~III.14!
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follows. Let uq , vqPTqQ , and uy5TqpQ ,Gmuq , vy5TqpQ ,Gmvq . Using Lemma III.10, we
have
bm~y !~Horrmuy ,Verrm vy!5bm~pQ ,Gm~q !!~TqpQ ,GmHor uq ,TqpQ ,GmVer vq!
5~pQ ,Gm* bm!~q !~Hor uq ,Ver vq!
5Bm~q !~Hor uq ,Ver vq!5^m ,dA~q !~Hor uq ,Ver vq!&50,
by ~III.12!. We summarize what we have proved in the following lemma.
Lemma III.12: The two-form bm on pairs of horizontal and vertical vectors vanishes:
bm~y !~Horrm uy ,Verrm vy!50. ~III.15!
Ver–ver components of bm . Now we compute the vertical–vertical components of bm as fol-
lows. As previously, let uq , vqPTqQ , and uy5TqpQ ,Gmuq , vy5TqpQ ,Gmvq . Using Lemma
III.10, we have
bm~y !~Verrm uy ,Verrm vy!5bm~pQ ,Gm~q !!~TqpQ ,GmVer uq ,TqpQ ,GmVer vq!
5~pQ ,Gm* bm!~q !~Ver uq ,Ver vq!
5Bm~q !~Ver uq ,Ver vq!
5^m ,dA~q !~Ver uq ,Ver vq!&5^m ,@A~q !Ver uq ,A~q !Ver vq#&
by the Cartan structure equations. We now write
Ver uq5jQ~q !, Ver vq5hQ~q !,
so that the preceding equation becomes
bm~y !~Verrm uy ,Verrm vy!5^m ,@j ,h#&. ~III.16!
Now given Verrm uyPker Tyrm , we can represent it as a class @jQ(q)#Pgq/gmq . The map
j°jQ(q) induces an isomorphism of g/gm with the rm-vertical space. Note that the above-
mentioned formula depends only on the class of j and of h.
We summarize what we have proved in the following lemma.
Lemma III.13: The two-form bm on pairs of vertical vectors is given by the following formula:
bm~y !~Verrm uy ,Verrm vy!5^m ,@j ,h#&, ~III.17!
where Verrm uy5@jQ(q)# and Verrm vy5@hQ(q)# .
G. Splitting the reduced variational principle
Now we want to take the reduced variational principle, namely
dE
a
b
Rm~x~ t !, x˙~ t !,y~ t !!dt5E
a
b
iy˙ ~ t !bm~y~ t !!dy dt1^^ x˙~ t !,dx~ t !&&uab
and relate it intrinsically to two sets of differential equations corresponding to the horizontal and
vertical components of the bundle rm :Q/Gm→Q/G .
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PQ/G . For purposes of deriving the equations, we can restrict ourselves to variations such that
dx vanishes at the end points, so that the boundary term disappears.
Now the strategy is to split the variations dy(t) of y(t) into horizontal and vertical compo-
nents relative to the induced connection on the bundle rm :Q/Gm→Q/G .
Breaking up the variational principle. Now we can break up the variational principle by de-
composing variations into their horizontal and vertical pieces, which we shall write
dy5Horrm dy1Verrm dy ,
where
Armdy5Verrm dy .
We also note that, by construction, the map Trm takes dy to dx . Since this map has kernel given
by the set of vertical vectors, it defines an isomorphism on the horizontal space to the tangent
space to shape space. Thus, we can identify Horrm dy with dx .
Horizontal variations. Now we take variations that are purely horizontal and vanish at the end
points; that is, dy5Horrm dy . In this case, the variational principle,
dE
a
b
Rm~x~ t !, x˙~ t !,y~ t !!dt5E
a
b
iy˙ ~ t !bm~y~ t !!dy dt1^^ x˙~ t !,dx~ t !&&uab ~III.18!
becomes
dE
a
b
@L~x~ t !, x˙~ t !!2Cm~y~ t !!#dtHorrm dy~ t !5E
a
b
~ iy˙ ~ t !bm~y~ t !!!Horrm dy~ t !dt .
~III.19!
Since, by our general variational formula, for variations vanishing at the end points,
dS E
a
b
L~x~ t !, x˙~ t !!dt D dx5E
a
b
EL~L!~x~ t !, x˙~ t !, x¨~ t !!dx~ t !dt ,
~III.19! is equivalent to
EL~L!~ x¨ !5Horrm@dCm~y !1iy˙ ~ t !bm~y~ t !!# ~III.20!
where, for a point gPTy*(Q/Gm), we define
HorrmgPTx*~Q/G !
by
~Horrm g!~Tyrmdy !5g~Horrm dy !.
This is well defined because the kernel of Tyrm consists of vertical vectors and these are annihi-
lated by the map Horrm.
Vertical variations. Now we consider vertical variations; that is, we take variations dy(t)
5Verrm dy(t). The left-hand side of the variational principle ~III.18! now becomes
dE
a
b
Rm~x~ t !, x˙~ t !,y~ t !!dt5dE
a
b
@2Cm~y~ t !!#dt5E
a
b
@2dCm~y~ t !!Verrm dy~ t !#dt .
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b(iy˙ (t)bm(y(t)))Verrm dy(t)dt . Hence, the variational prin-
ciple ~III.18! gives
Verrm@dCm~y !1iy˙ ~ t !bm~y~ t !!#50, ~III.21!
where, for a point gPTy*(Q/Gm), we define
VerrmgPVery*~Q/Gm!
by
~Verrm g!5guVery~Q/Gm!.
We can rewrite ~III.21! to isolate Verrm y˙ as follows:
Verrm~ iVerrmy˙bm~y !!52Verrm@dCm~y !1iHorrmy˙ ~ t !bm~y~ t !!# . ~III.22!
H. The Lagrange–Routh equations
We now put together the information on the structure of the two-form bm with the reduced
equations in the previous section.
The horizontal equation. We begin with the horizontal reduced equation:
EL~L!~ x¨ !5Horrm@dCm~y !1iy˙ ~ t !bm~y~ t !!# . ~III.23!
We now compute the term Horrm iy˙ (t)bm(y(t)). To do this, let dxPTx(Q/G) and write dx
5Tyrmdy . By definition,
^Horrm iy˙ ~ t !bm~y~ t !!,dx&5^iy˙ ~ t !bm~y~ t !!,Horrm dy&
5bm~y~ t !!~ y˙~ t !,Horrm dy !
5bm~y~ t !!~Horrm y˙~ t !,Horrm dy !
1bm~y~ t !!~Verrm y˙~ t !,Horrm dy !. ~III.24!
Using Lemmas III.11 and III.12, this becomes
^Horrm iy˙ ~ t !bm~y~ t !!,dx&5CurvA
~y~ t !,m!~x~ t !!~Ty~ t !rm~Horrm y˙~ t !!,Ty~ t !rm~Horrm dy !! ~III.25!
5CurvA~
y~ t !,m!~x~ t !!~Ty~ t !rm~Horrm y˙~ t !!,Ty~ t !rmdy !, ~III.26!
since Ty(t)rm annihilates the vertical component of dy . Next, we claim that
Ty~ t !rm~Horrm y˙~ t !!5 x˙~ t !. ~III.27!
To see this, we start with the definition of x(t)5rm(y(t)) and use the chain rule to get x˙(t)
5Ty(t)rm y˙(t)5Ty(t)rm(Horrm y˙(t)) since Tyrm vanishes on rm-vertical vectors. This proves
the claim. Substituting ~III.27! into ~III.26! and using dx5Tyrmdy , we get
^Horrm iy˙ ~ t !bm~y~ t !!,dx&5CurvA
~y~ t !,m!~x~ t !!~ x˙~ t !,dx !. ~III.28!
Therefore,
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~y~ t !,m!~x~ t !!. ~III.29!
Thus, ~III.23! becomes
EL~L!~ x¨ !5ix˙ ~ t !CurvA~y~ t !,m!~x~ t !!1Horrm dCm~y !. ~III.30!
The vertical equation. Now we analyze in a similar manner, the vertical equation. We start with
Verrm~ iVerrm y˙ bm~y !!52Verrm@dCm~y !1iHorrmy˙ ~ t !bm~y~ t !!# . ~III.31!
We pair the left-hand side with a vertical vector, Verrm dy and use the definitions to get
^Verrm~ iVerrm y˙ bm~y !!,Verrm dy&5bm~y !~Verrm y˙ ,Verrm dy !5^m ,@j ,h#&5^adj
* m ,h&
~III.32!
by Lemma III.13, where Verrm y˙5@jQ(q)# and Verrm dy5@hQ(q)# .
We can interpret this result by saying that the vertical–vertical component of bm is given by
the negative of the fiberwise coadjoint orbit symplectic form.
The second term on the right-hand side of ~III.31! is zero by Lemma III.12. The first term on
the right-hand side of ~III.31! paired with Verrm dy is
^Verrm dCm~y !,Verrm dy&5^dCm~y !,Verrm dy&5^dCm~y !,@hQ~q !#& . ~III.33!
Now define, by analogy with the definition of the momentum map for a cotangent bundle action,
a map J:T*(Q/Gm)→(g/gm)* by
^J~ay!,@j#&5^ay ,@jQ~q !#&,
where y5@q#Gm5pQ ,Gm(q), ayPTy*(Q/Gm), and where @j#Pg/gm . Therefore,
^Verrm dCm~y !,Verrm dy&5^J~dCm~y !!,h&. ~III.34!
From ~III.32! and ~III.34!, the vertical equation ~III.31! is equivalent to
adj*~m!52J~dCm~y !!. ~III.35!
Thus, the reduced variational principle is equivalent to the following system of Lagrange–
Routh equations:
EL~L!~ x¨ !5ix˙ ~ t !CurvA~y~ t !,m!~x~ t !!1Horrm dCm~y !, ~III.36!
2adj*~m!5J~dCm~y !!, ~III.37!
where Verrm y˙5@jQ(q)# .
The first equation may be regarded as a second-order equation for xPQ/G and the second
equation is an equation determining the rm-vertical component of y˙ . This can also be thought of
as an equation for @j#Pg/gm which in turn determines the vertical component of y˙ . We also think
of these equations as the two components of the equations for the evolution in the fiber product
T(Q/G)3Q/GQ/Gm .
We can also describe the second equation by saying that the equation for Verrm y˙ is Hamil-
tonian on the fiber relative to the fiberwise symplectic form and with Hamiltonian given by Cm
restricted to that fiber. This can be formalized as follows. Fix a point xPQ/G and consider the
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21(x), which is, as we have seen, diffeomorphic to a coadjoint orbit. Consider the vector
field Xx on rm
21(x) given by Xx(y)5Verrm y˙ . Let vx
2 denote the pullback of 2bm to the fiber
rm
21(x). Then we have iXxvx
25d(Cmurm21(x)), which just says that Xx is the Hamiltonian vector
field on the fiber with Hamiltonian given by the restriction of the amendment function to the fiber.
We summarize what we have proved with the following.
Theorem III.14: The reduced variational principle is equivalent to the following system of
Lagrange–Routh equations:
EL~L!~ x¨ !5ix˙ ~ t !CurvA~y~ t !,m!~x~ t !!1Horrm dCm~y !, ~III.38!
iverrmy˙ vx
25d~Cmurm
21~x !!. ~III.39!
For Abelian groups ~the traditional case of Routh! the second of the Lagrange–Routh equa-
tions disappears and the first of these equations can be rewritten as follows. Recall that the reduced
Routhian is given by Rm5L2Cm and in this case, the spaces Q/G and Q/Gm are identical and
the horizontal projection is the identity. Thus, in this case we get
EL~Rm!~ x¨ !5ix˙ ~ t !CurvA~y~ t !,m!~x~ t !!. ~III.40!
Note that this form of the equations agrees with the Abelian case of Routh reduction discussed in
Marsden and Ratiu @1994#,98 Sec. 8.9 and in Marsden and Scheurle @1993#,107 namely we start
with a Lagrangian of the form
L~x , x˙ ,u˙ !5 12gab~x !x˙ax˙b1gaa~x !x˙au˙ a1
1
2gab~x !u˙ au˙ b2V~x !,
where there is a sum over a, b from 1 to m and over a, b from 1 to k. Here, the ua are cyclic
variables and the momentum map constraint reads ma5gaax˙a1gabu˙ b. In this case, the compo-
nents of the mechanical connection are Aa
a 5gabgba , the locked inertia tensor is Iab5gab , and the
Routhian is Rm5 12(gab2gaagabgbb) x˙ax˙b2Vm(x), where the amended potential is Vm(x)
5V(x)1 12gabmamb . The Lagrange–Routh equations are
d
dt
]Rm
] x˙a
2
]Rm
]xa
5Bab
a max˙
b ~III.41!
~with the second equation being trivial; it simply expresses the conservation of ma!, where, in this
case, the components of the curvature are given by
Bab
a 5
]Ab
a
]xa
2
]Aa
a
]xb
.
I. Examples
The rigid body. In this case, the Lagrange–Routh equations reduced only to a coadjoint orbit
equation and simply state that the equations are Hamiltonian on the coadjoint orbit. This same
statement is true of course for any system with Q5G .
The heavy top. In this case, the coadjoint orbit equation is trivial and so the Lagrange–Routh
equations reduce to second-order equations for G on S2. These equations are computed to be as
follows:
G¨ 52iG˙ i2G1G3S,
where
S5bG˙ 2nG˙ 1I21@~I~G˙ 3G!1~n2b !IG!3~~G˙ 3G!1~n2b !G!1MglG3x# ,
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which represent the three terms in the Lagrange–Routh equations that are independent of m, linear
in m, and quadratic in m. In particular, the term linear in m is the magnetic term:
S15~GIG!21@2G˙ 1I21~I~G˙ 3G!3G1IG3~G˙ 3G!!# .
This of course is the ‘‘curvature term’’ in the Lagrange–Routh equations. Notice that it is,
according to the general theory, linear in the ‘‘velocity’’ G˙ . The remaining terms are the Euler–
Lagrange expression of the reduced Routhian with those quadratic in the velocity being the
differential of the amendment.
IV. RECONSTRUCTION
A. First reconstruction equation
The local formula. For a curve with known constant value of momentum, the evolution of the
group variable can be determined from the shape space trajectory. This reconstruction equation is
usually written in a local trivialization S3G of the bundle Q→Q/G in the following way. Given
a shape space trajectory x(t), the curve q(t)5(x(t),g(t)) has momentum m ~i.e., JL(q(t), q˙(t))
5m) if and only if g(t) solves the differential equation
g˙5g@Jloc~x !21Adg* m2Aloc~x !x˙# . ~IV.1!
Here, Iloc is the local representative of the locked inertia tensor and Aloc is the local representative
of the mechanical connection. This equation is one of the central objects in the study of phases and
locomotion and has an analog for nonholonomic systems ~see Marsden, Montgomery, and Ratiu
@1990#92 and Bloch et al. @1996#16!.
The intrinsic equation. We will now write this equation in an intrinsic way without choosing a
local trivialization.
Let x(t)PS5Q/G be a given curve and let m be a given value of the momentum map. We
want to find a curve q(t)PQ that projects to x(t) and such that its tangent q˙(t) lies in the level
set JL21(m). We first choose any curve q˜(t)PQ that projects to x(t). For example, in a local
trivialization, it could be the curve t°(x(t),e) or it could be the horizontal lift of the base curve.
Now we write q(t)5g(t) q˜(t).
We shall now make use of the following formula for the derivatives of curves that was given
in Eq. ~I.2!:
q˙~ t !5~Adg~ t ! j~ t !!Q~q~ t !!1g~ t !q8 ~ t !,
where j(t)5g(t)21 g˙(t). Applying the mechanical connection A to both sides, using the identity
A(vq)5I(q)21JL(vq), the fact that A(hQ(q))5h , equivariance of the mechanical connection,
and assuming that q˙(t)PJL21(m) gives
I~q !21m5Adg~ t ! j~ t !1Adg~ t ! A~q8 ~ t !!.
Solving this equation for j(t) gives
j~ t !5Adg~ t !2t I~q~ t !!21m2A~q8 ~ t !!.
Using equivariance of I leads to the first reconstruction equation:
g~ t !21g˙~ t !5I~ q˜~ t !!21Adg~ t !* m2A~q8 ~ t !!. ~IV.2!
Notice that this reproduces the local equation ~IV.1!.
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since the bundle has a trivial base, so we choose q˜(t) to be the identity element. Thus, this
reconstruction process amounts to the following equation for the attitude matrix A(t):
A˙ ~ t !5A~ t !I21A~ t !21p.
This is the method that Whittaker @1907#159 used to integrate for the attitude matrix.
B. Second reconstruction equation
In symplectic reconstruction, one needs only solve a differential equation on the subgroup Gm
instead of on G since the reduction bundle J21(m)→Pm5J21(m)/Gm is one that quotients only
by the subgroup Gm . See Marsden, Montgomery, and Ratiu @1990#92 for details. This suggests that
one can do something similar from the Lagrangian point of view.
Second reconstruction equation. Given a curve y(t)PQ/Gm , we find a curve q¯(t)PQ that
projects to y(t). We now write q(t)5g(t) q¯(t) where g(t)PGm and require that q˙(t)
PJL21(m). Now we use the same formula for derivatives of curves as above and again apply the
mechanical connection for the G-action to derive the second reconstruction equation
g~ t !21g˙~ t !5I~ q¯~ t !!21m2A~q8 ~ t !!. ~IV.3!
Notice that we have Adg(t)* m5m since g(t)PGm .
This second reconstruction equation ~IV.3! is now a differential equation on Gm , which
normally would be simpler to integrate than its counterpart equation on G. The reason we are able
to get an equation on a smaller group is because we are using more information, namely that of
y(t) as opposed to x(t).
The Abelian case. For generic mPg*, the subgroup Gm is Abelian by a theorem of Duflo and
Vergne. In this Abelian case, the second reconstruction equation reduces to a quadrature. One has,
in fact,
g~ t !5g~0 !expF E
0
t
(I( q¯(s))21m2A(qG (s))dsG . ~IV.4!
Example—The rigid body. In the case of the free rigid body, G5SO~3! and thus if pÞ0, we
have Gp5S1, the rotations about the axis p. The above formula leads to an expression for the
attitude matrix that depends only on a quadrature as opposed to nonlinear differential equations to
be integrated. The curve y(t) is the body angular momentum P(t) and the momentum is the
spatial angular momentum p. The curve q¯(t) is the choice of a curve A¯ (t) in SO~3! such that it
rotates the vector P(t) to the vector p. For example, one can choose this rotation to be about the
axis P(t)3p through the angle given by the angle between the vectors P(t) and p. Explicitly,
A¯ ~ t !5expFw~ t ! P~ t !3dpiP~ t !3pi G , ~IV.5!
where cos w(t)5P(t)p/ipi2.
The group element g(t) now is an angle a(t) that represents a rotation about the axis p
through the angle a(t). Then ~IV.4! becomes
a~ t !5a~0 !1F E
0
t p
ipi
~I~A¯ ~s !!21p2A~AG ~s !! ˇ !dsG
5a~0 !1F E
0
t p
ipi
~A¯ ~s !I21A¯ ~s !21p2@AG ~s !A¯ ~s !21# ˇ !dsG .
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the check map, to identify R3 with so(3). In this case, the group elements in S1 are identified with
real numbers, namely, the angles of rotations about the axis p. Thus, the product in the general
formula ~IV.4! becomes a sum and the integral over the curve in gm becomes an ordinary integral.
The integrand at first glance, is an element of g, but, of course, it actually belongs to gm . For the
example of the rigid body, we make this explicit by taking the inner product with a unit vector
along p.
C. Third reconstruction equation
The second reconstruction equation used the information on a curve y(t) in Q/Gm as opposed
to a curve x(t) in Q/G in order to enable one to integrate on the smaller, often Abelian, group
Gm . However, it still used the mechanical connection associated with the G-action. We can derive
yet a third reconstruction equation by using the mechanical connection associated with the
Gm-action.
The momentum map for the Gm-action on TQ is given by JL
Gm5im*+JL where im :gm→g is the
inclusion and where im* :g*→gm* is its dual ~the projection, or restriction map!. We can also define
the locked inertia tensor and mechanical connection for the Gm-action, in the same way as was
done for the G-action. We denote these by
IGm~q !5im*+I~q !+im :gm→gm* , AGm:TQ→gm .
In the third reconstruction equation we organize the logic a little differently and in effect, take
dynamics into account. Namely, we assume we have a curve q(t)PJL21(m), e.g., a solution of the
Euler–Lagrange equations with initial conditions in JL21(m). We now let y(t)PQ/Gm be the
projection of q(t). We also let m¯5im*m5mugm . We first choose any curve q¯(t)PQ that projects
to y(t). For example, as before, in a local trivialization, it could be the curve t°(y(t),e) or it
could be the horizontal lift of y(t) relative to the connection AGm. Now we write q(t)5g(t)
 q¯(t), where g(t)PGm .
As before, we use the following formula for the derivatives of curves:
q˙~ t !5~Adg~ t ! j~ t !!Q~q~ t !!1g~ t !qG ~ t !,
where j(t)5g(t)21 g˙(t)Pgm . Applying the mechanical connection AGm to both sides, using the
identity AGm(vq)5IGm(q)21JLGm(vq), the fact that AGm(hQ(q))5h , equivariance of the me-
chanical connection gives
IGm~q !21m¯5Adg~ t ! j~ t !1Adg~ t ! AGm~qG ~ t !!.
Solving this equation for j(t) gives j(t)5Adg(t)21 IGm(q(t))21m¯2AGm(qG (t)). Using equivari-
ance of IGm leads to g(t)21g˙(t)5IGm( q¯(t))21Adg(t)* m¯2AGm(qG (t)), where in the last equation,
Adg(t)* is the coadjoint action for Gm . One checks that Adg(t)* m¯5m¯ , using the fact that g(t)
PGm , so this equation becomes
g~ t !21g˙~ t !5IGm~ q¯~ t !!21m¯2AGm~qG ~ t !!. ~IV.6!
The same remarks as before apply concerning the generic Abelian nature of Gm applied to this
equation. In particular, when Gm is Abelian, we have the formula
g~ t !5g~0 !expF E
0
t
~IGm~ q¯~s !!21m¯2AGm~qG ~s !!!dsG . ~IV.7!
Example—The rigid body: Here we start with a solution of the Euler–Lagrange equations A(t)
and we let p be the spatial angular momentum and P(t) be the body angular momentum. We
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around the axis p such that A(t)5Ra ,pA¯ (t), where Ra ,p denotes the rotation about the axis p
through the angle a. In this case, we get
a~ t !5a~0 !1F E
0
t
~IGm~A¯ ~s !!21m¯2AGm~AG ~s !!!dsG . ~IV.8!
Now we identify gm with R by the isomorphism a°ap/ipi . Then, for BPSO(3),
IGm~B!5
p~BIB21!p
ipi2
.
Taking B5A¯ (s), and using the fact that A¯ (s) maps P(s) to p, we get
IGm~A¯ ~s !!215
ipi2
p~A¯ ~s !IA¯ ~s !21!p
5
ipi2
P~s !IP~s ! .
The element m¯ is represented, according to our identifications, by the number ipi , so
IGm~A¯ ~s !!21m¯5
ipi3
P~s !IP~s ! .
Thus, ~IV.8! becomes
a~ t !5a~0 !1F E
0
tS ipi3P~s !IP~s !2AGm~AG ~s !! D dsG . ~IV.9!
This formula agrees with that found in Marsden, Montgomery, and Ratiu @1990#,92 Sec. 5.1.2.
D. The vertical Killing metric
For some calculations as well as a deeper insight into geometric phases studied in the next
section, it is convenient to introduce a modified metric.
Definition of the vertical Killing metric. First, we assume that the Lie algebra g has an inner
product which we shall denote ^ ,& +, with the property that Adg :g→g is orthogonal for every g.
For example, if G is compact, the negative of the Killing form is such a metric. For SO~3!, we
shall use the standard dot product as this metric. For convenience, we shall refer to the inner
product ^ ,& + as the Killing metric.
Now we use the Killing metric on g to define a new metric on Q by using the same horizontal
and vertical decomposition given by the mechanical connection of the original ~kinetic energy!
metric. On the horizontal space we use the given inner product while on the vertical space, we take
the inner product of two vertical vectors, say jQ(q) and hQ(q) to be ^j ,h& +. Finally, in the new
metric we declare the horizontal and vertical spaces to be orthogonal. These properties define the
new metric, which we shall call the vertical Killing metric. This metric has been used by a variety
of authors, such as Montgomery @1990, 1991#.120,121 Related-modifications of the kinetic energy
metric are used by Bloch, Leonard, and Marsden @1998,1999#18,19,63,65 for the stabilization of
relative equilibria of mechanical control systems and we shall denote it ^^ ,&& +.
The metric ^^ ,&& + is easily checked to be G-invariant, so we can repeat the previous con-
structions for it. In particular, since the horizontal spaces are unchanged, the mechanical connec-
tion on the bundle Q→Q/G is identical to what it was before. However, for our purposes, we are
more interested in the connection on the bundle Q→Q/Gm ; here the connections need not be the
same.
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momentum map J+ and the locked inertia tensor I+ for the metric ^^ ,&& + associated with the
G-action on Q. Notice that by construction, the mechanical connection associated with this metric
is identical to that for the kinetic energy metric.
First of all, the locked inertia tensor I+(q):g→g* is given by
^I+~q !j ,h&5^^jQ~q !,hQ~q !&& +5^j ,h& +.
In other words, the locked inertia tensor for the vertical Killing metric is simply the map associ-
ated with the Killing metric on the Lie algebra.
Next, we compute the momentum map J+ :TQ→g* associated with the vertical Killing met-
ric. For hPgm , we have, by definition,
^J+~vq!,h&5^^vq ,hQ~q !&& +5^^Hor~vq!1Ver~vq!,hQ~q !&& +5^A~vq!,h& +,
where A is the mechanical connection for the G-action.
Notice that these quantities are related by
A~vq!5I+~q !21J+~vq!. ~IV.10!
It is interesting to compare this with the similar formula ~I.1! for A using the kinetic energy
metric.
The Gm-connection in the vertical Killing metric. We now compute the momentum map J+
Gm
,
the locked inertia tensor I
+
Gm
, and the mechanical connection A
+
Gm for the metric ^^ ,&& + and the
Gm-action on Q.
First of all, the locked inertia tensor I
+
Gm(q):gm→gm* is given by
^I+
Gm~q !j ,h&5^^jQ~q !,hQ~q !&& +5^j ,h& +.
Next, we compute J
+
Gm:TQ→gm* ; for hPgm , we have
^J+
Gm~vq!,h&5^^vq ,hQ~q !&& +5^^Hor~vq!1Ver~vq!,hQ~q !&& +5^A~vq!,h& +5^prm A~vq!,h& +,
where A is the mechanical connection for the G-action ~for either the original or the modified
metric! and where prm :g→gm is the orthogonal projection with respect to the metric ^^ ,&& + onto
gm .
As before, these quantities are related by A
+
Gm(vq)5I+
Gm(q)21J
+
Gm(vq), and so from the
preceding two relations, it follows that A
+
Gm(vq)5prm A(vq).
The connection on the bundle rm . We just computed the mechanical connection on the bundle
pQ ,Gm:Q→Q/Gm associated with the vertical Killing metric. There is a similar formula for that
associated with the kinetic energy metric. In particular, it follows that in general, these two
connections are different. This difference is important in the next section on geometric phases.
Despite this difference, it is interesting to note that each of them induces the same Ehresmann
connection on the bundle rm :Q/Gm→Q/G . Thus, in splitting the Lagrange–Routh equations into
horizontal and vertical parts, there is no difference between using the kinetic energy metric and the
vertical Killing metric.
E. Fourth reconstruction equation
There is yet a fourth reconstruction equation that is based on a different connection. The new
connection will be that associated with the vertical Killing metric.
As before, we first choose any curve q¯(t)PQ that projects to y(t). For example, in a local
trivialization, it could be the curve t°(y(t),e) or it could be the horizontal lift of y(t) relative to
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Gm
. Now we write q(t)5g(t) q¯(t), where g(t)PGm . Again, we use the fol-
lowing formula for the derivatives of curves:
q˙~ t !5~Adg~ t ! j~ t !!Q~q~ t !!1g~ t !qG ~ t !, ~IV.11!
where j(t)5g(t)21 g˙(t)Pgm .
Now we assume that q˙(t)PJL21(m) and apply the connection A+
Gm to both sides. The left-
hand side of ~IV.11! then becomes
A
+
Gm~ q˙~ t !!5prm A~ q˙~ t !!5prm I~q~ t !!21JL~ q˙~ t !!5prm I~q~ t !!21m .
The right-hand side of ~IV.11! becomes Adg(t) j(t)1Adg(t) A+
Gm(qG (t)). Thus, we have proved
that
prm I~q~ t !!21m5Adg~ t !~j~ t !1A+
Gm~qG ~ t !!!.
Solving this equation for j(t) and using the fact that Adg(t) is orthogonal in the Killing inner
product on g gives
j~ t !5Adg~ t !21@prm I~q~ t !!21m#2A+
Gm~qG ~ t !!5prm@Adg~ t !21 I~q~ t !!21m#2A+
Gm~qG ~ t !!.
Using equivariance of I leads to the fourth reconstruction equation for q(t)5g(t) q¯(t)
PJL21(m) given y(t)PQ/Gm :
g~ t !21g˙~ t !5prm@I~ q¯~ t !!21m#2A+
Gm~qG ~ t !!, ~IV.12!
where, recall, q¯(t) is any curve in Q such that @ q¯(t)#Gm5y(t).
When Gm is Abelian, we have, as with the other reconstruction equations,
g~ t !5g~0 !expF E
0
t
~prm@I~ q¯~s !!21m#2A+
Gm~qG ~s !!!dsG . ~IV.13!
F. Geometric phases
Once one has formulas for the reconstruction equation, one gets formulas for geometric
phases as special cases. Recall that geometric phases are important in a wide variety of phenomena
such as control and locomotion generation ~see Marsden and Ostrowski @1998#93 and Marsden
@1999#104 for accounts and further literature!.
The way one proceeds in each case is similar. We consider a closed curve y(t) in Q/Gm ,
with, say, 0<t<T , and lift it to a curve q(t) according to one of the reconstruction equations in
the preceding sections. Then we can write the final point q(T) as q(T)5g totq(0), which defines
the total phase, g tot . The group element g tot will be in G or in Gm according to which reconstruc-
tion formula is used.
For example, suppose that one uses Eq. ~IV.12! with q¯(t) chosen to be the horizontal lift of
y(t) with respect to the connection A
+
Gm with initial conditions q0 covering y(0). Then q¯(T)
5ggeoq0 , where ggeo is the holonomy of the base curve y(t). This group element is called the
geometric phase. Then we get q(T)5gdynggeoq(0) where gdyn5g(T), and g(t) is the solution of
g(t)21g˙(t)5I( q¯(t))21m in the group Gm with g(0) the identity. The group element gdyn is often
called the dynamic phase. Thus, we have g tot5gdynggeo . Of course in case Gm is Abelian, this
group multiplication is given by addition and the dynamic phase is given by the explicit integral
gdyn5E
0
T
prm@I~ q¯~s !!21m#ds .
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symplectic area on the coadjoint orbit S2 since the curvature, as we have seen, is, in this case, the
symplectic form and since the holonomy is given by the integral of the curvature over a surface
bounding the given curve ~see, e.g., Kobayashi and Nomizu @1963#75 or Marsden, Montgomery,
and Ratiu @1990#92 for this classical formula for holonomy!.
We now compute the dynamic phase. Write the horizontal lift as A¯ so that we have, as before,
A(t)P(t)5p, A¯ (t)P(t)5p and A(t)5Ra ,p(t)A¯ (t).
Now I(A¯ (t))5A¯ (t)IA¯ (t)21. Therefore,
I~A¯ ~ t !!21p5A¯ ~ t !I21A¯ 21~ t !p5A¯ ~ t !I21P~ t !5A¯ ~ t !V~ t !.
But then
prm@I~ q¯~s !!21m#5prp@I~A¯ ~s !!21p#5I~A¯ ~s !!21p pipi
5A¯ ~s !V~s ! pipi 5V
A¯ ~s !21p
ipi
5
VP
ipi
5
2E
ipi
,
where E is the energy of the trajectory. Thus, the dynamic phase is given by
gdyn5
2ET
ipi
,
which is the rigid body phase formula of Montgomery @1991b#122 and Marsden, Montgomery, and
Ratiu @1990#.92
V. FUTURE DIRECTIONS AND OPEN QUESTIONS
The Hamiltonian bundle picture. As we have described earlier, on the Lagrangian side, we
choose a connection on the bundle pQ ,G :Q→Q/G and realize TQ/G as the Whitney sum bundle
T(Q/G) % g˜ over Q/G . Correspondingly, on the Hamiltonian side we realize T*Q/G as the
Whitney sum bundle T*(Q/G) % g˜* over Q/G . The reduced Poisson structure on this space, as
we have mentioned already, has been investigated by Montgomery, Marsden, and Ratiu @1984#,115
Montgomery @1986#,118 Cendra, Marsden, and Ratiu @2000a#,28 and Zaalani @1999#.160 See also
Guillemin, Lerman, and Sternberg @1996#,41 and references therein.
The results of the present paper on Routh reduction show that on the Lagrangian side, the
reduced space JL21(m)/Gm is T(Q/G)3Q/GQ/Gm . This is consistent ~by taking the dual of our
isomorphism of bundles! with the fact that the symplectic leaves of (T*Q)/G can be identified
with T*(Q/G)3Q/GQ/Gm . The symplectic structure on these leaves has been investigated by
Marsden and Perlmutter @1999#95 and Zaalani @1999#.160 It would be interesting to see if the
techniques of the present paper shed any further light on these constructions.
In the way we have set things up, we conjecture that the symplectic structure on T*(Q/G)
3Q/GQ/Gm is the canonical cotangent symplectic form on T*(Q/G) plus bm ~that is, the canoni-
cal cotangent symplectic form plus CurvA
(x ,m)
, the (x ,m)-component of the curvature of the me-
chanical connection, xPQ/G , pulled up from Q/G to T*(Q/G)) plus the coadjoint orbit sym-
plectic form on the fibers.
It would also be of interest to see to what extent one can derive the symplectic ~and Poisson!
structures directly from the variational principle as boundary terms, as in Marsden, Patrick, and
Shkoller @1998#.94
Singular reduction and bifurcation. We mentioned the importance of singular reduction in Sec.
I. However, almost all of the theory of singular reduction is confined to the general symplec-
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explicit examples, as simple as the spherical pendulum ~see Lerman, Montgomery, and Sjamaar
@1993#!85 show that this cotangent bundle structure together with a ‘‘stitching construction’’ is
important.
As was mentioned already in Marsden and Scheurle @1993#107 in connection with the double
spherical pendulum, it would be interesting to develop the general theory of singular Lagrangian
reduction using, amongst other tools, the techniques of blow up. In addition, this should be dual to
a similar effort for the general theory of symplectic reduction of cotangent bundles. We believe
that the general bundle structures in this paper will be useful for this endeavor. The links with
bifurcation with symmetry are very interesting; see Golubitsky and Schaeffer @1985#,37 Golubitsky
et al. @1995#,36 Golubitsky and Stewart @1987#,38 and Ortega and Ratiu @1997#,127 for instance.
Groupoids. There is an approach to Lagrangian reduction using groupoids and algebroids due to
Weinstein @1996#157 ~see also Martinez @1999#106!. It would of course be of interest to make
additional links between these approaches and the present ones.
Quantum systems. The bundle picture in mechanics is clearly important in understanding quan-
tum mechanical systems, and the quantum-classical relationship. For example, the mechanical
connection has already proved useful in understanding the relation between vibratory and rota-
tional modes of molecules. This effort really started with Guichardet @1984#40 and Iwai @1987c#.61
See also Iwai @1982, 1985, 1987a#.57–60 Littlejohn and Reinch @1997#89 ~and other recent refer-
ences as well! have carried on this work in a very interesting way. Landsman @1995, 1998#81,82
also uses reduction theory in an interesting way.
Multisymplectic geometry and variational integrators. There have been significant develop-
ments in multisymplectic geometry that have led to interesting integration algorithms, as in Mars-
den, Patrick, and Shkoller @1998#94 and Marsden and Shkoller @1999#.109 There is also all the work
on reduction for discrete mechanics which also takes a variational view, following Veselov
@1988#.124,152 These variational integrators have been important in numerical integration of me-
chanical systems, as in Kane et al. @2000#,67 Wendlandt and Marsden @1997#,158 and references
therein. Discrete analogs of reduction theory have begun in Ge and Marsden @1988#,35 Marsden,
Pekarsky, and Shkoller @1999#,96 and Bobenko and Suris @1998#.21 We expect that one can gen-
eralize this theory from the Euler–Poincare´ and semidirect product context to the context of
general configuration spaces using the ideas of Lagrange–Routh reduction in the present work.
Geometric phases. In this paper we have begun the development of the theory of geometric
phases in the Lagrangian context building on work of Montgomery @1985, 1988, 1993#117,119,123
and Marsden, Montgomery, and Ratiu @1990#.92 In fact, the Lagrangian setting also provides a
natural setting for averaging which is one of the basic ingredients in geometric phases. We expect
that our approach will be useful in a variety of problems involving control and locomotion.
Nonholonomic mechanics. Lagrangian reduction has had a significant impact on the theory of
nonholonomic systems, as in Bloch et al. @1996#16 and Koon and Marsden @1997a,b,c, 1998#.71–74
The almost symplectic analog was given in Bates and Sniatycki @1993#.14 These references also
develop Lagrangian reduction methods in the context of nonholonomic mechanics with symmetry
~such as systems with rolling constraints!. These methods have also been quite useful in many
control problems and in robotics; see, e.g., Bloch and Crouch @1999#.15 One of the main ingredi-
ents in these applications is the fact that one no longer gets conservation laws, but rather one
replaces the momentum map constraint with a momentum equation. It would be of considerable
interest to extend the reduction ideas of the present paper to that context. A Lagrange–
d’Alembert–Poincare´ reduction theory, the nonholonomic version of Lagrange–Poincare´ reduc-
tion, is considered in Cendra, Marsden, and Ratiu @2000b#.29
Stability and block diagonalization. Further connections and development of stability and bifur-
cation theory on the Lagrangian side ~also in the singular case! would also be of interest. Already
a start on this program is done by Lewis @1992#.87 Especially interesting would be to reformulate
Lagrangian block diagonalization in the current framework. We conjecture that the structure of
the Lagrange–Routh equations given in the present paper is in a form for which block diagonal-
ization is automatically and naturally achieved.
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interesting fluid theories, as in Holm, Marsden, and Ratiu @1986, 1998, 1999#52,54,55 and plasma
theories, as in Cendra et al. @1998#,24 including interesting analytical tools ~as in Cantor @1975#23
and Nirenberg and Walker @1973#!.126 Amongst these, the averaged Euler equations are especially
interesting; see Marsden, Ratiu, and Shkoller @1999#.99
Routh by stages. In the text we discussed the current state of affairs in the theory of reduction by
stages, both Lagrangian and Hamiltonian. The Lagrangian counterpart of symplectic reduction is
of course what we have developed here, namely Lagrange–Routh reduction. Naturally then, the
development of this theory for reduction by stages for group extensions would be very interesting.
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